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Task force backs Barkley Woods recommendation

By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The Murray State University task
force on developing Paducah's extended campus voted unanimously to recommend that Murray State build their
own facility on the recently optioned
Barkley Woods property.
During its final meeting Monday
night at the Crisp Center, the task force
also put the finishing touches on its
report, which will be presented to
Murray State's Board of Regents during its Sept. 12 board meeting.
"I think it's very exciting that
Murray State would have its own presence: said task force member and

Paducah sers ice area representative
Sandra Wilson after the decision was
made.
The model the task force opted for
was hindered in previous meetings by
the availability of land in the area designated as prime for an extended campus facility. Some of the criteria were
close proximity to West Kentucky
Community and Technical College,
access to Interstate 24 and visibility to
the public.
At the time, the likelihood of obtaining land that met these conditions was
slim. As a matter of fact, one of the
cons of this option as outlined by the
task force was "availability of land (I-

24 tougher, US 62 better.) But I ask 24 &ICS along 1-24.
Force Chairman Alan Stout pointed out,
-This is solely a
"It's significant there has been a signif- recommendation to
icant change. When (the model) was the board of regents to
discussed, we didn't even know if land take under advisement
was available."
and come to their own
Murray State President DT. Randy conclusions,"
said
Dunn was commended by members of Dunn.
the task force for seeing the opportuniThe purpose of the
ty in the Barkley Woods property and extended campus in
acting on it. In July, Dunn put $50,000 Paducah is to reach a
Stout
down on a land option on 24 acres population of students
along 1-24 known as Barkley Woods.
who have some college credit but no
The decision is up to the board of degree and are unable to travel to the
regents, which will have to decide if it main campus because ofjob and family
wants to uphold the recommendation of obligations and move from its current
the task force and agree to purchase the campus location in the Crisp Center,

which was a former bottling ía ility.
While some board members supported Dunn in the land purchase
option, others said they thought the
money should be used for other projects on the main campus.
"I feel that with the economic climate, the give-back that Murray sustained this year on the budget, the cuts
that were made to the BVC (Breathitt
Vetennary Clinic), and other pieces of
Murray State's main campus and
extended campuses, this is not a good
time to be looking at expansion," regent
Peggy Hays told the Ledger & Times in

•See Page 2

New magazine
offers tips on
drug education
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
In an effort to educate parents
on how to spot drug and alcohol
abuse with their children, the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department is circulating a 35page magazine containing tips
that can help.
"Let's All Work to Fight
Drug Abuse: Prevention through
Education" is now available to
parents, teachers or anyone
wanting to know more about the
most commonly used drugs and
what signs to look for should
drug or alcohol abuse he suspected. The Murrzy Police
Department and several Murray
businesses have also provided
support for the project.
"(MPD) Chief (Ken) Claud
and 1 also did it last year and
we've handed several of those
books out,- Marcum said. "It's
got some good copy and pictures for parents to look at to
learn more about how to tell
whether their kids are using
drugs.
"We hope it will be some
help. Of course anybody can use
It.
The magazine contains arti-

des detailing the effects of marijuana, alcohol, methamphetamines, designer drugs, tobacco,
club or "date-rape- drugs,
inhalants, steroids, prescription
and over-the-counter medications and other legal and illegal
substances known to be in common use among many young
adults and even children.
It also contains full-color pictures of each drug and the most
popular variations for easy identification.
The magazine contains a
wealth of information provided
by several federal and private
anti-drug organizations. Some
sure signs a youngster is using
marijuana include, but are not
limited to, being in possession
of rolling papers, bongs,"roach"
clips, pipes and other paraphernalia related to the drug.
Other signs to look for
include marijuana's distinctive
odor on clothing or in a room,
the frequent use of incense or
other air freshener to hide the
smell, blood-shot eyes or frequent use of eye drops to hide it.
General signs of drug and

NI See Page 2

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Calloway County Sheriff Bill Marcum is offenng a free magazine that will allow parents to learn more about dangerous
drugs and detect the tell-tale signs of abuse in their children.
The magazine will soon be distributed to schools and other
public places around Murray.
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Wilson hopes to be the glue for Red Cross
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Jennifer Wilson has spent the
past week in her new role as
executive director for the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross out in the
community and meeting her
agency's volunteers. And what
she heard was more than a supply request.
''They said, 'We need some
glue.' 'We need someone to
unite us.' I want to help with
that," she said.
Calloway's Red Cross has
been without a director sint.e
February. But last week, Wilson
started in her new position and
says her heart is in helping others.
A native of Murray and graduate of Calloway County High
School, Wilson served as a volunteer at Woodmen of the World
following the relocation of hundreds of Hurricane Katrina
evacuees from the Gulf Coast.
"That sparked an interest,'
the recalled. "I tutored and
helped where I could."
Though her volunteerism
was through First Missionary
Baptist Church in Benton,
where she served as music ministries director, Wilson formed a
foundation in volunteerism that
she said can serve her and the
Red Cross well in Murray and
Calloway County.
•'We've got to get them

ERIC WALKEFVLedger & Times
Calloway County Red Cross Chapter Board of Directors member Richard Vanover is pictured
with the new Red Cross Executive Director Jennifer Wilson in the agency's office in the Weaks
Center, Wilson began her duties last week.
excited, informed and educat- Vanover of the Red Cross Board various classes and the annual
ed," she said.
of Directors. "As a board, we Disaster Blaster. which will be
Wilson, herself, is getting think Jennifer will take us to the held Sept. 20 in the parking lot
educated in the agency as well, next level."
of Lowe's.
such as the tasks of helping fa.mEducation is a key to Wilson,
Wilson added that her goal is
dies communicate with those who graduated from Murray to develop the chapter's Web
serving overseas in the military State University with a bachelor site to make it more accessible
and the changing demands of of music education degree and to the public, through registraRed Cross chapters in the post- who has taught at both Reidland tion opportunities and donating
9/11 world.
Middle School and Caldwell on-tine,
"We feel very fortunate to County
High
School
in
The daughter of Ron an
have a person with her qualifi- Princeton, Ky.
Linda Wright, she is the wife itiT.
cations. She's a local person and
The Red Cross has several Bro. W. Ryker Wilson, pastor of
she has a real compassion for educational opportunities avail- Locust Grove Baptist Church.
those in need," said Richard able to the community, through They have one son. Logan. .
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WELCOME TO MURRAY ELEMENTARY: Murray Elementary School Principal Janet Caldwell, center,
welcomes kindergarten
students Korey Knight, left, and Carson Cowen on their first day of school. Caldwell said kindergarten students
will participate
in orientation sessions today.
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Grand jury to
examine fatal
wreck this month
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Results of a Kentucky State
Police investigation into the collision involving Murray Police
Patrolman John Cooper and
Calloway resident Ray Walker
will be reviewed by a Calloway
County Grand Jury when it
deliberates this month.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Mike Ward told the Murray
Ledger & Times Monday that he
will present the paperwork to a
grand jury when it meets
Tuesday. Aug, 19. The results of
the four-month investigation is
then scheduled to be made pub-

Tow/fierier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Skatepark Committee
plans
to
meet
tonight
(Tuesday) at 7 at the
Calloway County
Public
Library. All parents, children
and interested community
members may attend the
organizational meeting.
• The Calloway County
School Board will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Board of Education office on
College Farm Road. Items on
the agenda include recognitions, 2007-08 NCLB results,
levy of tax rates for school
year 2008-09, phase II construction project, a superintendent's report., and executive session.
•
The
Murray
of
Independent
Board
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office boardroom
of
the
Carter
Administration Building. On
the agenda for the meeting is
final approval and payment
for parking lot construction at
Murray High School, declaration of surplus property. various personnel and other
reports from Superintendent
Bob Rogers concerning the
beginning of the 2008-09
school year and an executive
session to consider action on
pending litigation.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

lie, according to Kentucky State
Police officials in Mayfield.
Walker, 6& was killed when
he reportedly pulled into
Cooper's pathway. According to
the initial KSP report immediately following the accident.
Cooper was driving with all
lights and emergency warning
equipment functioning as he
was on his way to investigate a
silent alarm at a local business.
Cooper struck the driver's
side of Walkers vehicle, which
was traveling southbound on LP
Miller Street. at the intersection
of Ky. 94. Walker was reportedly attempting to cross Ky. 94 to
turn east on the highway when
the accident occurred.
Walker was transported to
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital where he later died of
what an autopsy determined
was multiple blunt force trauma.
Cooper was treated for minor
injuries and released.
KSP Capt. Nathan Kent said
during a previous interview that
state-of-the-art video and computer diagnostic technology was
employed by investigators during the three-and-one-halfmonth study to determine what
happened. Because a police car
equipped with recording equipment was involved, there is far
more evidence concerning what
happened than is available in
other
accident
situations.
according to police.
Kent said accident reconstructionists from across the
state took part in a threepronged, diagnostic approach
involving the cruiser's in-car
camera and "black box" recording equipment as well as the use
of lasers to determine distance
and other accident-site factors.
KSP
Trooper
Dean
Patterson, a spokesman for the
post, said previously that presenting the report to a grand
jury does not mean there could
be charges filed regarding the
incident, but is commonly done
as a matter of procedure.

Smoke from motor sends students outside
Staff Report
A custodian at North Elementary School
discovered smoke in the school's gymnasium at approximately 5 a.m. today (Tuesday),
according to David Dowdy, public relations
coordinator for the Calloway County
Schools.
Dowdy said, upon further inspection,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel and
school district maintenance employees discovered a three-phase electric motor to an air
conditioner was failing.
He said the cause was tracked to a utility
pole on Brinn Road where a bolt to a guide
wire had broken and fallen shorting out a
transformer which affected the three-phase
electric motor at the school.
Dowdy said the school was totally without power for a time during the repairs by the
utility company.
"All students were back in school by 8:05
a.m. Workers served an alternative breakfast
outdoors consisting of such items as cereal,
uway Schoois photo
Pop Tarts, muffins, milk, juice, etc.," he
serve Ashlee
helps
School
Elementary
North
Patsy
Stallons,
cafeteria
manager
at
added.
Dowdy reported the electric motor will Barbeau a 5th grader in Mr. Wilson's class, with the alternative breakfast during the
power outage this morning.
have to be replaced.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times

SO LONG SUMMER: Christi Nelson, right, and Emma Grace Nelson, 5, of Benton, enjoyed playing in the Murray-Calloway
Central Park swimming pool Monday afternoon. Yesterday was the last weekday for the pool to be open during the 2008 summer season. The pool will now be open on weekends only through Labor Day, according to Mike Sykes, aquatic director for
the Murray City Parks.
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•Drug education
From Front
alcohol use include being withdrawn, chronically tired and
careless about personal grooming, being hostile and uncooperative, verbally or physically
abusive, increasing deterioration of relationships, a new
group of friends, lying about
activities, a fall in school grades
and attendance, reduced memory' and attention span, extreme
weight loss or gain, loss of
interest in previously favorite
activities, a change in eating and
sleeping patterns and constant
need for money for unexplained
reasons.
The book also contains a
chart that includes slang terms
for many popular drugs such as
"reefer," "coke," "candy,"
"school boy," "goof balls,"
"pot," "angel dust," "bump,"
"toot," "snow,""black beauties"
and others so that parents know
the language of drug use and
know whether or not their children might be using or know
others that do.
According to surveys of both
Murray
Independent
and
Calloway County students by
the Calloway County Alliance

• ••

for
Substance
Abuse
Prevention, a significant percentage of youngsters from elementary, middle and, particularly, high school are using or have
been exposed to the dangers of
alcohol and drug use.
CC-ASAP Director Dottie
Kraemer said Monday that she
has not seen a copy of the magazine, but supports its purpose
in educating parents and helping
to keep youngsters out of
harm's way.
"I welcome anything that can
help," Kraemer said.
Marcum said almost 30 local
businesses supported the effort.
by placing ads in the magazine .
to cover the cost of production.
"Those local merchants
donated to help that come
along," Marcum said. "We really appreciate what they did on
that."
Copies of the magazine are
now being distributed and may
soon be obtained at local school
or board offices, the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
and Murray Police Department
among others.
For more information, contact the sheriff's department at,
753-3151 or MPD at 753-1621.-
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From Front
July after the land option was purchased.
Dunn maintains, however, that his focus on the Paducah extended campus is nothing new.
Like universities across the Commonwealth, Murray State is
under a mandate from the Council on Postsecondary Education to
double the number of degree holders by 2020. In addition to the
mandate, Dunn rolled out his "12-by-12" initiative in April, which'
sets a goal for MSU to reach 12,000 students by 2012.
In order to achieve both goals, MSU will have to draw on the student market in Paducah and McCracken County.
The board doesn't have to make a final decision during the Sept.
12 meeting. The land option on the Barkley Woods property doesn't,
expire until January 2009.
If a decision hasn't been reached by then, an extension of the::
option can be purchased for $25,000.
According to Stout, who also chairs the board of regents. "the.:'
action of this task force is in the best interest of the university."
Other models the task force considered were making improve-•
ments in the Crisp Center. constructing a facility on WKCTC's came,
pus, becoming part of a multi-university center with numerous instis,:
tutions represented, and examining existing facility space that
available, including vacated buildings.
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Beshear says state cooperating in federal probe

Buddy White

I.KANI•i-URI, Ky. (AP) _
Gov. Steve Beshear said
Monday the FBI interviewed
him as part of a federal probe
into alleged improprieties in the
awarding of highway construction contracts under his predecessor's administration.
Beshear said his entire
administration is cooperating
fully with the investigation into
alleged bid-rigging in the
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet.
'I think it's certainly apparent
that there's been a culture of corruption
surrounding
the
Transportation Cabinet in the
past,' he said. "We're determined to turn that culture of corruption into a culture of integrity."
The state agency was recently a target of a special grand jury
probe into alleged hiring improprieties
during
former
Republican
Gov.
Ernie
Hetcher's administration. That
probe, which started in the
Transportation Cabinet, resulted
in indictments against Fletcher
and more than a dozen of his
associates for allegedly violating state hiring laws by favoring
Republicans over Democrats for
protected state jobs. Fletcher
worked out a deal with prosecu-

File funeral tor Buddy White will he Thursday at II a.m, in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Danny Herndon, Robert
Meredith and Hays Grady will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Green Plain Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the fLneral home from 5 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. 803 Poplar St.. Murray. or
American Cancer Society. An. Pat Latimer. PO. Box 1080, Murray.
KY 42071.
Mr. White, 77, Green Plain Road, Hazel. died Sunday. Aug. 10,
2008, at 7 p.m. at his home.
A Navy veteran of the Korean Conflict, he had worked for the
A.N.R. Pipeline Company for 33 years. He was el member of Green
Plain Church of Christ where he served as a former deacon, teacher
for Primary Sunday School Class and was a member of the
Auditorium Sunday School class. He was also a member of The
Concerned Citizen Group.
Born Feb. 23. 1931, in Flint. Mich.. he was the son of the late
Elwood White and Lula Grogan White.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Lovett White, to whom he was
married in 1956 in Gilbertsville; four sons, Samuel White and wife.
Eufracia, Murray, Jeffrey L. White and Brian White. both of Hazel,
and Joel White, Nashville, Tenn.; three grandchildren. Allison
Leighann White, Daniel Labado White and David Pearson White;
one sister. Ann Thompson and husband. David. Hazel; three
nephews, Tony, Kerry and Trent Thompson; sisters-in-law. Freda
Lovett and Pat Lovett Miller; brothers-in-law, Thomas and Harry
Lovett.

RIrs. Irene Balfour
A graveside service for Mrs. Irene Balfour will be Wednesday at
11:30 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens. Dr. Jim Simmons will
officiate.
Visitation will be Wednesday from 9 to 11 a.m. at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Balfour, 94, Murray, died Sunday. Aug. 10, 2008. at 11:05
p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She graduated from Grace Hospital Nursing School in Windsor.
Ontario, Canada in 1936 and later moved to Detroit. Mich. and
became a United States Citizen in 1956. She spent 40 years in nursing and was a member of Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Born Feb. 1914, in Canada, she was the daughter of the late
Henry Langlois and Mandena Fox Langlois. Also preceding her in
death were two brothers. Leo and Warden Langlois; and two sisters.
Verna Warren and Grace Bondy.
Survivors include one niece, Shirley McCauley. and two
nephews, Dod; Bondy and wife. Mari. and Gerald Langlois and
wife, Diane.

(kis Pugh
The funeral for Orlis Pugh was today (Tuesday)at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. Rev. Jay
McIntosh officiated. Burial was in the Maplelawn Park Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
Association, Greater Kentucky Chapter, 3703 Taylorsville, Rd.,
Suite 102. Louisville, KY 40220-1330.
Mr. Pugh, 93, Fort Worth, Texas. formerly of Paducah, died
Thursday, Aug. 7, 2008, at Mimosa Manor, Keller, Texas.
He had retired as a mechanic for the Illinois Central Railroad
after 37 years of service. He was the retired owner and operator of
the House of Flowers with his wife, Nell. and was a member of
Plain City Masonic Lodge #449 of Free and Accepted Masons and
of Bethel Missionary Baptist Church. Preceding him in death were
his parents, John Carl and Ora Etta Peck Pugh, and one brother.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Nell Smith Pugh, to whom he
had been married for 71 years; one daughter, Janice Grad. Ft.
Worth, Texas; one son, Gerald Pugh, Hardin; five grandchildren;
seven great-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.

Mrs. Frances Shaffer Thomasson
The funeral for Mrs. Frances Shaffer Thomasson will be today
(Tuesday)at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner and Orr Funeral Home.
Paducah. Rev. Faris Sahawneh will officiate. Burial will follow in
the Hardmoney Baptist Church Cemetery.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Diabetes
Association, Memorial and Honor Program, P.O. Box 11454,
Alexandria, VA 22312. Persons may leave a message of sympathy
and light a candle at www.milnerandorr.com
Mrs. Thomasson,81, Boaz, died Saturday. Aug. 9, 2008, at 11:45
am. at Parkview Nursing and Rehab. Paducah.
A member of Hardmoney Baptist Church, she had worked for
the Credit Bureau.
Preceding her in death were her husband. Joe Thomasson; one
daughter, Cindy Tucker; her parents. Willy and Stella Holmes
Shaffer; one sister; two brothers.
Survivors include one son. Ronnie Thomasson. Boaz; five
grandchildren, Brian Thomasson and wife, Debbie. Hickory. Rene
Drake and husband, Brad, Murray, Eric Thomasson and wife.
Mandy,Fancy Farm,and John Tucker and wife. Veronica, and Jason
Tucker and wife, Amanda, all of Boaz; eight great-grandchildren.
Kayla. Kurt and Lyle Thomasson. Hickory. Erica Drake. Murray,
Grace, Robert and Tori Thomasson. all of Fancy Farm. and Clay
Tucker, Boaz.

Report: Clinton told to cast
Obama as 'un-American'
WASHINGTON (AP) -Hillary Rodham Clinton's top
campaign strategist advised her
to cast presidential rival Barack
Obama as having questionable
"roots to basic American values
and culture" and use, the theme
to counter the image that his
background is diverse and multicultural.
"I cannot imagine America
electing a president during a
time of war who is not at his
center fundamentally American
in his thinking and in his values," Mark Penn wrote in a
March 2007 memo to Clinton.
Clinton did not take Penn's
advice, revealed by a report in
the September issue of The

Atlantic magazine.
The article says Clinton's
campaign for the Democratic
presidential nomination went
from front-runner status to failure for a number of reasons,
from badly managed money to
blistering warfare between
advisers. Clinton, the candidate
who said she was ready to lead
on Day One of her administration, did little to quell the
infighting. Clinton grew angry
during a conference call with her
senior aides about how to recover from her loss in the Iowa caucuses. She found herself doing
most of the post-mortem, to
near-silence on the other end of
the line.

tors to base the chaigcs against
him dismissed in 2006 after he
pardoned all of his associates in
1005
"I do think that it is time that
we clean this Transportation
Cabinet up," Beshear said
Monday afternoon. "We are
going to have a Transportation
Cabinet that's going to be working for the benefit of the taxpayers.'
Former Fletcher administration general counsel David
Fleenor declined to comment on
the investigation.
Beshear said he met with federal investigators 'within the
last month or so" and was asked
if he had any pertinent information, particularly whether he had
had any conversations with former Transportation Secretary
Bill Nighbert,one of the key figures in the investigation.
Beshear said he hadn't.
"They wanted to talk in general about the status of the
investigation," the governor told
reporters outside the state
Capitol.
An FBI agent. T. Clay Mason
said in an affidavit filed in U.S.
District Court in London earlier
this month that he has been
investigating allegations of corruption in the Kentucky

Iransportation Cabinet tor more tors to bid to up to 7 percent
than a year.
over the estimated cost And still
The Courier-Journal of be confident of winning the conLouisville and The Times- tract if they have no competing
Tribune of Corbin first reported companies. The FBI document
on the FBI affidavit Saturday.
said the value of contracts won
Mason said in the I2-page by Lawson's companies for
affidavit that the probe centers which he had the engineer's estion whether Nighben or mates during 2006 and 2007
Kentucky
road contractor was nearly $130 million.
Leonard Lawson directed a forBeshear, who took office
mer state highway engineer to Dec. II after defeating Fletcher.
provide confidential cost esti- said he had talked with Lawson
mates for road contracts in 2006 during the campaign and had
and 2007. Such estimates are urged Lawson to support him.
supposed to be secret until 'As far as I know, I don't know
sealed bids for proposed con- that I ever got a contribution
struction projects are opened.
from Leonard Lawson.' Beshear
Nighben's attorney, Howard said. Records from
the
Mann. called the allegations Kentucky Registry of Election
"false and baseless" and said his Finance do not reflect any
client "has not done anything Lawson
contributions
to
wrong."
Beshear. However, the records
Lawson's attorney, Larry show Lawson, a prolific camMackey. previously called the paign contributor, gave $1,000
FBI agent's sworn statement "a to Fletcher in the governor's
collection of innuendo and sus- race.
picions and should have never
Beshear told reporters that
been made public." He declined the federal probe was well under
to comment further when way when be took office.
reached on Monday.
"Our folks were cooperating
The state typically doesn't with the authorities during that
award contracts when only one time and working with them in a
bid is received if that bid is more cooperative manner to make
than 7 percent over the estimat- sure that they gathered whatever,
ed cost. Knowing cost estimates information they needed," he
in advance would allow contrac- said.

Obama's 'no income taxes on seniors' draws critics
WASHINGTON (API - If
you're a senior citizen and earn
less than $50,000 a year, Barack
Obama has a deal for you: a life
free of federal income tax.
Sounds appealing, right'?
Maybe to many seniors. But tax
policy experts in Washington are
giving it bad reviews. They see
it as another subsidy for senior
citizens, who already get federal
help through Social Security and
Medicare and often have economic advantages over other
demographic groups.
Seniors typically have paid
off their mortgages, many have
investments and usually don't
pay taxes on their Social
Security benefits. The kids are
usually grown, so they're not
saddled with day care or college
costs.
"The odds are the retired
AP
folks - they're getting pensions, they're getting Social Democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama, D-III.,
Security, they have investment carries his daughter Sasha Obama, 7, with his daughter Malta
assets, they own a house-so ... Obama, 10, behind them, as he goes to his grandmothers
they're better off than somebody home in Honolulu, Hawaii Saturday. Sen. Obama is in Hawaii
who is 30 or 40 years younger for a vacation.
who's trying to buy a house
"If you work hard and pay
Some of Obama's allies in
(and)trying to start saving," said
Clint Stretch, managing princi- into the system, you've earned Washington think he's onto a
pal of tax policy for Deloitte the right to a secure retirement." bad idea.
"Most low- and moderateTax. The Obama campaign says says a description of the plan on
the idea would give tax cuts the Obama campaign's web site. income seniors already owe no
averaging about $1,4(X)to 7 mil- "But too many seniors aren't income tax. Among seniors with
lion seniors who are battling getting that security, even incomes below $50,000 who do
inflation with mostly fixed though they've held up their end owe income tax, a significant
incomes. The campaign also of the bargain. Lower and mid- number have modest incomes
says the plan would relieve mil- dle income seniors are strug- because they are retired but poslions of older people from hav- gling as their expenses on health
ing to file complicated tax and energy skyrocket while their
incomes do not keep pace."
returns.
S1()Ck M
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sess substantial assets," said
Robert Greenstein, who heads
the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, a liberal think tank.
"Given all the problems and
needs the nation faces, targeting
relief to this group isn't a priority."
Seniors already get preferential treatment in the tax code.
They can claim an additional
standard deduction and only a
portion of their Social Security
benefits are taxed. Many don't
pay payroll taxes because their
income is from investments
rather than wages.
"The proposal would exempt
comparatively well off, though
not affluent, senior citizens from
taxes and give them a benefit not
generally available to working
Americans," said the Tax Policy
Center paper. It "helps only'
those low-income seniors who
currently pay income taxes.
Those too poor to owe any tax
-- arguably those most in need
- would get no benefit."
Even the powerful seniors'
lobby. AARP, doesn't seem:
excited about Obama's idea.
An AARP bulletin on the
presidential candidates' tax
plans barely mentions it, noting
that Obama's proposal could
partly offset additional taxes that
Obama wouid impose on seniors
through higher tax rates on dividends and capital gains.
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A back-toschool prayer
Last year around this time I wrote about going back to
,school, how hard it was to get back into the school routine
for children and teenagers. but also how hard this nte of
Fall is for mothers and fathers as well.
This week, our daughter Cammie Jo enters into her first
year at Murray High. I saw Marilyn Dill at church tonight
and she remembers Cammie Jo when she was in her kindergarten and first grade classroom. Ms. Dill got our daughter
off to a good start, and we will always be
thankful for that. We will always be
grateful for elementary, middle, and high
school teachers and principals and other
administrators who teach so well and who
care so much.
So. as parents, we do not fear for the
quality of the education our children will
receive in the Murray or Calloway County
school systems Both school systems rate
highly across the state for education, safety
and other markers of exemplary schools.
wared In fact, we are excited about what our
Itor
children will learn. We saw and heard
By James
what our son Wesley learned, and now that
• Duane Bolin he is in college, we are still seeing what
'Ledger & Times Cammie Jo has learned and will learn.
Columnist
Once school begins and we pick Cammie Jo up from after classes and band
practice, we invariably go through our routine. "Hey, Cammile Jo. How did school go today?" "Fine," she says simply. "Just fine? Well, what did you learn today?" "Well,
•,we learned a lot of things today." "Anything specific you
;might want to tell us about?" "No, not really, but we
learned some things."
We let it go at that, so as to let her unload her things,
get out her books for homework, and crash into an easy
chair in our family room. Only after the unwinding takes
place can we expect, perhaps over supper, a more detailed
'accounting of her day at school.
• During the school day itself, back at home and at our
work, Evelyn and I are wondering where all the years have
gone. The child has become a teenager, but—and I know
this is a cliche—she is still our little girl. Parents love
their children that way, don't they? We always will.
So we mope around the house, we think about our children while at work, and we pray for them throughout the
day. I know that I have written a great deal about prayer
in this column of late, but I can't get around it, simply
because it is impossible for me to get through a day without
constant prayer. I tell my students, either through email or
in person, that I am praying for them. I pray for their
safety and I pray that they will flourish as Murray State
undergraduate and graduate students. In the same way. Eve.lyn and I pray for Cammie Jo and Wesley, for their safety
and that they will flourish in high school and college.
• My friend, Arly Scott, a World War II veteran who
knows a great deal about prayer, told me once that despite a
court decision, there will always be prayer in school as long
as students continue to have tests. I know the truth in that
anecdote. Students pray too, not just about tests, and not
certainly state mandated prayers, not prayers read over the
intercom for all to hear, but private prayers asking for help,
or thankful prayers full of joy and hope. Make no mistake:
Students still pray.
And we pray for them. And my prayer for them is that
they will prosper, not in the way that term is usually used,
but that they will prosper in their efforts to learn new
things, that they will become excited about what they learn,
that they will learn the skill of weighing different points of
view, that they will respect the points of view of others,
even when they disagree. That they become at once interested and disinterested—not uninterested mind you—but disinterested, which means that they will share their views honestly and openly, without being influenced by selfish
motives. I will pray that our students will soak up the
'learning that is generated by their teachers, that they will
learn from books, not just the intemet, and they will learn
to love those books. I will also pray that they will take up
for and show impartiality to others not like themselves. I
will pray that they will be molded into individuals of sound
character and great integrity, that they will become, even
now, human beings who care; that they simply care.
I realize that parents must play a leading role in teaching
these things to their children at home, and I pray that we
can find the grace and strength to do that. But today, during this week. I offer a prayer for our schools. Who will
,pray with me?
• Duane Bolin teaches in the Department of History at
- .Murray State University Contact him at duane.bolin@mur,raystate.edu
e1
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'Clay's Quilt'
Every year since 2002,
incoming Murray State University freshmen have been
asked to buy and read the
same book through a unique
project called the Freshman
Reading
Experience
(FRE).
Books are
chosen by
an interdis,iplinary
committee
that
reviews a
range of
titles to
the
Main Street find
one that
By Constance will do the
Alexander
best job of
Local
provoking
Columnist
thoughtful
analysis
and establish common ground among
a diverse group of readers,
including students, faculty
and community.
Before the semester begins
this year, frosh will attend a
formal convocation and
keynote address on Monday,
Aug. 18 at 1 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. As always, the
stage will be set with college banners and the faculty
garbed in full academic
regalia. Last year, MSU's
international students marched
in bearing the flags of their
home countries, a reminder
that the MSU community
stretches far beyond the
boundaries of Kentucky.
In the midst of the pomp
will be Kentucky author
Silas House. whose best-selling novel, "Clay's Quilt" is
the Freshman Reading Experience pick for '08.
Whitney Harrod, a transfer
to MSU. would love to be
in the front row to hear
what House has to say next
Monday. The Louisville
native has been a fan since

the summer between 7th and
8th grade, when she saw
"Clay's Quilt" on a list of
recommended readings in a
hometown bookstore.
"Ever since I picked it
up," she admits, "it has been
my favorite book, and Silas
House has been my favorite
writer. I read everything he
writes."
Lisa Kell, another MSU
student, agrees. She thinks
"Clay's Quilt" is a good
FRE choice because the
characters and situations are
real.
"The book doesn't pigeonhole people," Lisa explains.
"It shows a character coming
to terms with his own existence. Clay is about the
same age as incoming freshmen, and he rises above
tragedy and becomes what
he needs to be."
'Leave it to Beaver' is
not true to life, according to
Lisa, but Silas House is the
real thing. "You could just
bring him home and serve
him beans and cornbread,"
she says.
Assistant Professor Kelley
Werner, chair of the FRE
committee, sees "Clay's
Quilt" as "...a great coming
of age book about a young
man who becomes aware
that change is something that
can be positive. The book
touches on so many topics
that lend themselves to discussion, and the setting
makes it alive and rich."
Silas House, from the
Appalachian region of Kentucky, is known as a writer
with a sense of place.
"Clay's Quilt," is set in a
small coal mining town, Free
Creek. His characters - with
names like Cake, Dreama
and Aunt Easter -- are
flawed, quirky and utterly
human.
Whitney Harrod related to
Clay Sizemore's character
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The book, left, and the author, right.
"Clay's Quilt" in English
right away. "Most people in
101; 102 and Honors classes.
his situation want to get
Other departments and resiaway," she remarks. "Not
dential colleges get involved
Clay. He respects coal minby organizing on-campus
ing. It's a good theme."
Whitney goes on, adding that activities that explore and
amplify various themes in
she sees a little bit of herthe book.
self in Clay. "When I was
"It's a wonderful proyounger, my first thought
gram," says Dr. Wezner. "It
was, 'Where can I go that's
is a fantastic way to welnot here?"
come new students to a conBoth Whitney Harrod and
versation that is already
Lisa Kell were impressed by
Silas House when he was on going on. And bringing in
the author is great. It makes
campus to do a reading and
the book resonate and gives
discussion during the spring
it more presence."
semester. "He's someone we
For more information
can look up to," Lisa claims.
about the Freshman Reading
"I feel like I know the people he writes about. I feel
Experience, log on to
like I know him."
http://www.murraystate.edu/fre/
Despite its name, the
program.htm. Read an
Freshman Reading Experience excerpt from "Clay's Quilt"
and take a look at a book
is not confined to the
incoming class. The commudiscussion group guide at
nity is invited to attend the
http://www.bookreporter.com/r
convocation and keynote
eviews/0345450698.asp
address on Monday. August
18, from I - 2 pm in Lovett
Read Main Street online
Auditorium From 2:30 to 4
at www.murrayledgercom.
pm, the author will be avail- Back to school is the theme
of Main Street columns in
able to sign copies of his
books in the Clara M. Eagle
August. If you have story
Gallery on the 6th floor of
ideas, please contact the
the Fine Arts Building.
columnist directly at conAround campus and across stancealexander@newwasecom
departments, freshmen will
m.net.
be reading and discussing
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OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
Mr. George Oliver, retired mail carrier for the U. S. Postal Service here in
Murray, used to say "have a great and
glorious day" to all those he met and
served on his route each day. George's
wish for all of us was fulfilled at the
baseball fields of Murray and Calloway
County recently.
Because of the tireless and oft-times
selfless efforts of Tab and Beth Brockman and all of his dedicated staff,
there were three "great and glorious
days" for a lot of people and groups in
Murray and Calloway County.
First, of course, the players and their
family's benefited by the opportunity to
participate in a quality "Back to School
Bash" tournament that provided a fitting
showcase for these players and teams
to display their talents. Secondly, the
players and their families got to see
Murray and Calloway County, along
with Murray State thiLveratv on their

own terms. There were no guided
tours. I heard many comments from
various visitors about how nice and
friendly our community is and how
they always look forward to coming for
this end of the season tournament and
how it is almost a "reward" for their
teams.
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
system certainly benefited from this
tournament. The tourney not only gave
the park system a cash payment for the
use of the fields, it also provided
invaluable publicity and exposure for
our fine parks and facilities. The Park
Department personnel here and at Mike
Miller Park in Marshall County did an
excellent job of showcasing our area
facilities.
All one had to do was get out and
drive around this weekend to recognize
the tremendous impact this tourney had
on our local businesses and restaurants.
The owner
)of these were ubNiQuily

having a "great and glorious" weekend.
Estirnates are that perhaps as much as
$500.000 was generated in our community by our visitors.
I have first-hand knowledge of some
of the details of this tourney because I
volunteered to work in concession
stands to support the tourney. I volunteered along with other CASA board
members and case workers and were
joined by members of American Legion
Post /r/3 of Murray, all of whom
worked as a community service project
to help support CASA.
All of the hard-working staffs
deserve kudos and thanks from all of
us. I sincerely hope they had a "great
and glorious weekend" and I hope
everyone else will join me in thanking
them for their efforts.
Sincerely,
Mark Kennedy
Mums
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Delta Department plans
meeting on Wednesday

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Delta Department of the Murray
woman's Club will have its first meeting
of the nest club year on Wednesday at 11
a.m. at the club house. Special speaker
will be Dr. Tiche Allen with the Murray
Medical Associates.
There will also be a luncheon served as
a welcome and kick off for the year. This
will be hosted by the officers 'if the department. All members are encouraged to attend
and to note the nest time of 11 a.m.

'Park-and-Putt' Thursday

The Murray Disc Golf Club will sponsor
a "Park-and-Putt" competition on Thursday
at 530 p.m. at the Murray Central Park.
- Players will be using shortened tees and points will be awarded for different shots. All adults and children are invited. A
fee of $5 will be taken.

Volunteer training Thursday
The annual volunteer training for parents of children at
Southwest Elementary School will be Thursday at the school.
Training times will be either 9 a.m or 6 p.m. in the school
cafeteria.

Special group will meet
Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreaching Office of
Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group each Wednesday at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House office. For information call 759-2373.

Lodge 592 plans meeting
Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. at Ryan's Steak House.

East Council will meet
East Elementary School Based Decision Council will meet
today (Tuesday) at 5 p.m. at the school.

Lodge 170 plans meeting
Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will met tonight at 6 at the
lodge hall, located off North Fourth Street. Sandwiches and
homemade ice cream will be served after the meeting.

-:CCHS Council will meet

: Calloway County High School Based Decision Making Coun:til will meet Wednesday 3:45 p.m. in the media center.

`MHS Boys Soccer plans event
Murray High School boys soccer will host their alumni in
an alumni scrimmage tonight at 7:30 at the Mallory France
Soccer Complex. All alumni are invited to participate.

Murray Singles will meet
• Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 6:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Enter from the southside rear door located near the
playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem
of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screens
today from 1 to 3 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church, Hazel; on
Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2 p.m. at the
post office at New Concord.

TOPS Group will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First
Christian Church fellowship hall. 1 1 1 North Fifth St. Weighin will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna at 2279521.

Pool schedule announced
Monday was the last day for the regular schedule of the
swimming pool at Murray-Cailoway County Park. The pool
will cut back to weekends only (Saturday and Sunday) with
Labor Day, Monday. Sept. 1, being the final day the pool will
be open.

Assistance for veterans will be given
Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Thursday from 9 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the VA Clinic. 2620
Perkins Creek Dr., Paducah, and today from 9 a.m. to 3:15
p.m. and Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the Unemployment Office, 319 South 7th St., Mayfield. Ron McClure,
regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs. will give the assistance For information and
e-mail
or
1-877-812-0840
call
appointments,
ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time permits.

Skatepark committee to meet
Murray-Calloway County Skatepark Committee will meet
tonight at 7 in the meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main St.. Murray.

Paducah
Side By Side
2008 will be
presented

PADUCAH. Ky. -- Side By
Side is a statewide program
of VSA arts of Kentucky providing opportunities for children witn and without disabilities to work with professional artists creating collaborative
works of art to be displayed
in a public exhibition.
The Side By Side Visual
Arts Program for Paducah is
presented by VSA arts of Kentucky in partnership with the
Easter Seals West Kentucky
Development Center. The media
and subjects are as varied as
bREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
the artists who create them.:
Trios of works are exhibitSPECIAL CONTRIBUTION: Wal-Mart encourages associates to give back to the communities where they live and work. One way for associates to do so is through participation in the ed: the student's individual
piece, the collaboration and the
Volunteerism Always Pays programs VAP and Event VAP. These programs encourage and
professional artist's individual
recognize associates by making chantable contributions to organizations on their behalf for the
piece. The trio groupings make
another,
or
way
one
in
associates,
All
volunteer.
time they spent at the organizations as a
for a look at how two artists
helped their Relay For Life team to raise $8,445. The Relay team also qualified for $3,000 from come together in one expresEvent VAP through the Wal-Mart Foundation, making the grand total $11,445 for this year. sion.
Pictured above, presenting the check, are Darlene Taylor (front row, second from left), Vicky
The opening reception of
Herndon (front row, third from left), and Connie Lennox (front row, fourth from left). Tracy the exhibition will be Saturday, Aug. 28. from from 5 to
McKinney (back row, fourth from left), serves as the local Relay For Life chairman.
7 p.m. to honor the artists at
the Marshall Nemer Pavilion
located at Lourdes Hospital.
1530 Lone Oak Road Paducopment; professional develop- ah The exhibition will run
TROY, Ala. — Troy Uniment and community commit- Saturday. Aug. 28 to Nov. 1,
versity marketing professor
ment.
Steve Garrott has been awardand is open to the public 24
Dr. Garrott earned his doc- hours a day. For more infored the Region 3 Teaching Exceltorate at the University of mation regarding this exhibilence Award by the AssociaArkansas after completing an tion please contact: Tara Beyer
tion of Collegiate Business
undergraduate degree and a (270) 444.9687.
Schools and Programs.
master's of business adminisGarrott was selected a reciptration at Murray State Uniient of the award by ACBSP
versity. Dr. Garrott teaches in
members and was honored at
the fields of retailing, salesthe 2008 ACBSP annual conmanship, advanced marketing.
ference in New Orleans this
business consulting and research
slimmer.
and marketing management.
ACBSP is responsible for
At Troy University, Dr. Garaccrediting business programs
rott has received numerous
at colleges and universities with
teaching awards including the
FRANKFORT. Ky. — Gov.
a focus on teaching and learningall's Award for Teaching Steve Beahear has announced
ing in the classroom. Troy UniExcellence, the highest teach- that 1076 outstanding high
versity's Sorrell College of
ing honor given by the Uni- school juniors attended this
Business is accredited by the
versity.
year's Governor's Scholarship
organization.
Dr. Steve Garrott
A Mayfield. KY native, he Program for five weeks in June
The ACBSP Teaching Excellence Award Committee looked ing quality of classroom teach- is the son of Cathryn Garrott and July.
Students front Calloway
at five criteria in evaluating ing and learning; institutional of Murray, Ky.. and the late
County High School and Murprofessors for the award, includ- versatility; curriculum devel- MC. Garrott.
ray High School were the following:
Ashby,
Caroline
Emily
William Joseph Blackford. Donald Seth Fortenbery, Justin
Craig Palmer and Amy Elizabeth Winkler, CCHS;
LaDawn Hale recently spoke ment.
Alex Matthew Adams. Nola
The Calloway County Extento the New Beginnings SupMiller Jackson and Rebecca
port Group at a meeting at West- sion Office is located at 310
Vandhana Raj_ MHS.
South Fourth Street here in
side Baptist Church.
This program is an outShe explained the areas of Murray.
standing educaiional opportuHale said 'That much of
education offered by Family and
nity for these young people,"
Consumer Sciences Coopera- the public is not aware of the
Gov. Beshear said. By particimany topics of education that
tive Extension.
ipating, students have the
The areas of emphasis, Hale Family and Consumer Sciences
unique opportunity to exchange
explained, are: Human Food Extension can provide. She
ideas and discover different
and Nutrition, Health and Well- said she would be happy to
points of view while interactness, Family Resource Man- present any of these topics to
ing with other students and
agement, Human Development any organization or school."
learning new disciplines.
For more information, call
and Family Relations, Textiles,
A statewide selection comClothing. Home Furnishings, Hale at 753-1452.
LaDavm Hale
mittee chose the participants
Housing and Home Environfor the programfrom nominations submitted from each Kentucky school district. The proWilliams is the wife of Jack- gram is free to those who attend.
Jennifer ior majoring in social work.
Scholars spent five weeks
Williams of Hardin. She is
ie
The Penny Kelly Memorial
Williams has
on a coillege campus this year
been award- Scholarship is awarded to a the daughter of Danny Brame
University.
Belamarine
at
ed the Pam Junior, senior or graduate stu- of Kirksey and Sherry Bruce
Louisville. Morehead State Uniand Havana dent pursuing a career in the of Mayfield. She is majoring
Morehead, or Centre
Rutledge field of human services. A 2.75 in social work at Murray State. versity.
College. Danville.
Memorial GPA is required.
Scholarship
the
and
Penny Kelly
Williams Memorial
Scholarship
to attend Murray State University.
The Pam and Havana
Ruledge Memorial Scholarship
is awarded to a junior or sen-

Troy professor named award recipient

Students
attend
program

Hale speaker for New
Beginnings Support Group

ScholarshipNews

SEND Us YOUR PHOTOS!!
When you submit photographsfor our new

"Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event, the date, place, organization or
group, as well as the name of everyone in the photograph.
Only a certain number ofphotographs will appear because of
space. There is no guarantee a submission will be published.
,
111i 111114111' I('(14,'('1 (1, 1 1111i S oil/11s %oil 10 %hal( .111111' 1111140.1:11111111
ti/ pe'
(1/711' 111 .010 01111111111M ill lt Ill A. tit schririf (111(1 (11 111(11%
MOW *paw They may be submitted to editor@murrayledger.com in a JPEG format
Nat /helm May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001 Whimell Ave
or mailed to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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year!!

P. Mieinney, Cic Ze 41e- ven 4,

100 N. 5th St.• Murray, KY 42071 • 753-3500 • www.nwithaneytua.caus
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51 1 Ad- kl•yr Re", Within a Pay Prrh,
63.35 per column Inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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Call (2701.
or (270)2

1 1 '•

$5.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 ea, h.
Addibonal Coeuteentive Days:$.12 per weed per day
-1 35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Claasifieds go into Smart Sas.

AL RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
726 S 4Th ST.

1111WStweetalaitearterve i•ereee
see was flf aneetp.....1145.41:

121s.itt
MTN $25 1%15 MO
(270)436-2524
12711 2934016

To Mice Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

Happy
Birthday
Ralph
Doezeman
82 &
Startim
Life Anew

The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040. Murray, KY
42071. No phone calk.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicarus AFTER resumes air
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.
math it

Love,Judy

LEDGER&TIMES
\Ito I 1i2h

I cat i 1112,(
N
The Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will hold
•public hearing on Wednesday. August 20, 200$ at
430 p m in the council chambers of City Hall
°located at 104 N 5th Street to review the following'
:.506N 4th St - Canopy Signage - Max Arnold &
Sons s:106 S 12th - Remanded variance
'application for free-standing sign - Greg Taylor
All interested persona are invited to attend If
rther informatIon is needed, please contact
Candace Dowdy. City Planner with the Murray
Ramo be at 7624330
PL LI

INN
THE

Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for thee
activities

ROOMMATE wanted
for nice 3 BR, 2 BA on
531 Bailey Rd. 2
female
roommates.
$225 depeno plus utilities and electric.
705-0056
ROOMMATE wanted.
month.
pet
$400
furnished
Includes
bedroom, private bath
kitchen
wel
and
access, cable and high
Speed Internet available 753-9477. 2930042

Fitness
CURVES
Center has opening for
part-time 15 hrs per
position
week
Mornings & evenings
Will train Must have
desire to help others
Apply at 602 N 12th
St

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help v.anted section
on our laysifierly
svcbpage at
murra yledget corn
you will be redirecreti
to 1C12301C411/044. corn

By default
- Murray and local foe
- listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listing,
on the iohnetwork coin
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
loh listings Thank you
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only positively

erareee

t hied

ti 1111

Exciting Dual Service (adjunct) teaching
opportunities are available in a variety of area
high schools. All you need is a Master's degree
with It hours in the discipline area. We are
looking for instructors for Math, English.
Psychology:. and Speech.

Comejoin our team!

I

DO you love working
with Idds?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
toe you' Full time and
part time positions
available.
ARM'at
Wee Care
togs. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
MURRAY State
University
The Regional Scecial
01
Center
Events
Murray
State
University seeks an
Assistant
Facatty Manager
Application Deadline:
Postmarked by
August 15, 2008
For a description or
position. qualifications.
arid application procehttp
visit
dures,
www murraystate edur
ndirthripbrpthere
Murray
State
University
equal
education and employopportunity
ment
M,/D. AA Employer.
NOW taldng appliesbons for atl positions
and ali shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drtve-tr., 217 S. 12th
St., Murray KY No
phone calls.
OTP flat bed oasitee
available Dallas Mavis
terminal Dresden TN
731-414-1626
PIZZA Hut now hiring
day delivers and shift
managers Part or full
Competieve
time
wages & benefits available Please apply in
person
RESPONSIBLE individual(s) for full time
Crew
employment
Chief and Rodman
positions open Self
starlet Must be physically able to walk distances and work in all
conditions
outdoor
References required
Send resume to PO
Box 306, Marry. KY
42071
FT/PT
SEEKING
receptionist Excellent
people, computer
typing skills and able to
team new software
Mail
applications
resumes to PO Box
1040-F Murray Ka
42071

Jackson State Community College is currently
accepting applications for adjunct instructors
In area high schools.
Visit

to Boy

italp "Maid

9*VI%MN
111111

wwwjacc.ody

tallit5E1114id_alLaratabOLIQslai
EOFJAA

-011gia!&
Brirthaven of Benton Is current's accepting applica:ions for the following position RN's afternoon
shift We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package Must he licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in person at Brirthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, Ka 42025
TIFIAAF NO MOTIF este S PLEASE

415#11tilak
Bnrthaven of Benton is currently accepting apph:a
lions for a full-time Social Services Worker Long
term care expenence preferred We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package Apply in
person at Bnttluivai of Benton 2607 Main Wee,
Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025

*At NO PHONE(4LLS FI.LASE

Now hiring doorenon
for socurity purposes.
Apply in person
no phone
calls please

SNOPPES OF
MURRAY
ww &may's
&

S PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportureties for inchviduals who share our
positive commitments
ano goats
We are in search of full
time day shift employees to till positions in
1)
areas
these
Electronic/circuit
board repair some
experience required 21
Scoreboard amensIsty, using small hand
reading
tools and
are
schematics
required
Successful candidates
self-motivated,
are
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their work
Salary is commensurate with experience
S portabl•
Scoreboards otters a
competitive. comprehensive benefit pack10E
Apply at
age
Max Hurt Dnve, Murray
or direct resume to.
infg _ recruiting0scor
eboardl.corn
THE CDL Truck Driving
Program located at
234 Pioneer Inclusthat
Drive, Mayfield, KY
•Complete in lust 20
days
.towest tuition .r the
area
'College caster
available
.0TR regional or local
iob assistance
available
.WIA A VA approved
New classes beginning
now
1-888-503-5151 or
270-247-9159
COL Training Services
& Consulting has
contracted with West
Kentucky Community
and Technical College
to provide the COL
Truck Dm/mg Program
CDL Training servees
is licensed by the
Kentucky State Board
of Proprietary
Education
EOE
Institution
http atrainingwestkenlucky ketcs.eduttruckdriving shtrnl

& Odilswit
Home
AMANDA'S
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
environment
home
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 Or 270753-7031
Housecleaning
270-759-9553
DONNA'S Angels caregovers Specialized in
sitters for home, assist
ed living, and hospitals Available 24-7
270-970-7820
WILL clean houses
.2701293-5806

Full-time RN for busy medical
practice. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Will need good phone.
organiz3toonal and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule
which will include Saturday's Please
send resume and cover letter to: PO.
Box 1040-B, Murray. KY 42071

'1E1k:illness

0PFerturalY
Local retail business
for sale
Excellen,
income for husband &
wife team includes all
,nventory, fail and
equipment For more
information call 630561-0203

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH prod for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th.
Murray

SCRAP
CARS

Macles
Far Sale
7 yr old side by woe
GE refrigerator $350
753-5958
DIFFERENT size pigs
270-436-5243
FOR Sale 48 couches. oversized chairs.
entertainment centers
coffee tables, end
tables anc headboards Bulk sale or
indredual sales welcome Make an offer,
selling cheap Call
270 759-3003

-

•
SCOM

•

1.Y.l'H
01240.

GE Fndge/freezer 28"
whole $150
873-2323

I

Fininitings

TOP quality
consignment furniture
11CCIDS30049S and

antiques
Reed interiors

603 klatri St
753-6361

Room Fe See
Fleetwood
2000
Oblwele mobile home
28x52, 3 BR, 2 BA
condition
2
good
decks included, must
be moved $29,500
Cali 270-978obo
5753 or 270-293-4394
98 Fairmont 16x80. 3
BR, 2 BA. vinyl Wing.
Northern ins. nice
270-489-2525
GOT LAND? Own lam
or have family land
you can
available
qualify for $0 down
for
FREE
Cal!
APPROVAL 731-51149429
Agertmants Far fiere
1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU. Coleman
RE 753-9893.
1 BR apt. various loscations Coleman RE
Move in free days.
753-9898
duplex
1BA
28R
1304
Appliances.
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259
2BR duplex. nice
C/H/A, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

11126RA 3BR apartments
available Great loc:abon 1 year (ease. 1
month Oeposit. no
pets. 753-2905

HOSPITAL Dad $150
obo. 753-2666
mower,
RIDING
recently
Craftsman
serviced perfect C041ctinon $500)
(270) 435-4187
RITA'S Neat Repeets
Name brand summer
clothes ail 10%-75%
off.
SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of 311 Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series On display for
tree delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Telephone
Electronics. Inc , corner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567
UNI-SEX multi racial
barber/stylist
black
eetensions,
offering
stove irons perrns finger waves high lights
more Ask for Alice at
Lets's Beauty Salon
Call 753-8282

3 BR house, CM/A. 1.
2, & 3 BR Apt,
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.
3 BR, 2 BA, all appliances furnished nice
541 Bailey Rd $675
plus deposit Cat 270841-1599
4 BR, 2 BA, al( appliances. Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

MOM COMPUTERS
Service'Sales
RepairsUpgrades
759.3556

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Bog Sale
7I•1•.1S USPO

ANT1OUES. Call Larry
753-3633

1407 Main St
(2'0) 761 -7653

eosicle climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
"Safe S clear
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

270-753-8556
TI)D 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
At cepting Applkations

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Mulmants For RS:11

Hams Far Rot

NOW Leasing at The
Murray'
Chase at
Offering tufty furnished
apartments with new
living room furniture
and pedestal beds
Utilities included with
onto
Log
cap
www myownapart
merit corn Of Call 270
759-3003 for additional
information

3 Br, 2 Ba, on quiet
street across front city
park in Hazel Cal/A.
appliances $550 plus
Not pets
deposit
References required
753-1059
3 Br, brick on Melrose
Drive 2 Ba new central air/heat all electric
big fenced backyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove. wel
hook-up. STV, lease.
$850. Call 270-7670615.
3BR, 2BA. located
downtown on square.
at 401 A Maple New
appliances, carpet &
paint. 1 yr lease and
deposit. $875 Gall
270-978-0698

inea For See
14[ P
IMI
1 or 2 bedroom house
in country Appliances
furnished, Central H/A
5.575 DO a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets Call
753-2905
2 Bedroom
House for Rent
1108 Sycamore
205-9562

Caremprice Fere For Rol
Clean-up shop, utilities
paid. washer A dryer
furnished. 293-6430.
OFFICE or Retail
Space Available
601 Main, Murray
and 0 Midway
641 South and
Tobacco Rd.
270.293.3232
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1490
SHOP for rent
$450.00 a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
STORAGE building
40x40, gas heat. insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/month Call
Carlos Blare
(270)436-2935

int& Swan
AKC Shirt Tzu puppies
vet checked, wormed
first shots, beautiful
5
colors/markings.
female,
male,
1
270-753$300ea.
1059 270-227-2264

ASP Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

2 BR on S. 9th St.,
garage, big fenced
backyard, appliances
all electric, air
conditioner. w/d hookup 1 yr. lease. $525.
call 270-767-0615
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray
downtown
753-4109

CKC Registered Pug
puppies Very cute
shots and wormed
$150-250
731-782-6199
Corgi puppies, child
friendly, had shots registered $400
270-205-5764

• KEY MINI

3 BR, I BA brick, all
newly
appliances,
1710
remodeled
Farmer St. $700 mo
No pets
270-293-3710.

ARE HOUSES
1850 St Rt 1'- S
Murray. KY 4.

DOG Obedience
436-2858.
standard
FEMALE
poodle AKC registered,
red. 753-6606.

I d t. r.i
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411 Sias Units
Available
4taa Have
Masao Control

Rental F.-roper:). &

Rupert!, holaititgernent
Service: availatae
Coil 761-7353
ioonievuiereelo

it,

1300
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`Sale

753-3853

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 BR with
deck and outside storall appliances
age
including washer, dryer
dishwasher
and
$500/mo 759-5885 or
293-7085
Location,
GREAT
apartment
Stucho
tree
pet
washer
$325
smoke tree
month 1 yr lease
226-8006
apt
studio
Large
above Bradley Book
Co on campus. newly
1303
remodeled
Street
Chestnut
Includes
$6751mo
water and sewage
2-meo3-3710

Read
All About
It!
subscribe to the

atil&TIMES
I Home Delivery
I 3inn
I 6 ow ..---USA

3m..--MA
I T..--S1113.116 *ma.-----$63.1111
1 yr.--SULU

IReet of KirrrN

Check

Money Order

Al Cler

Visa

SVC

NameNOW LEASING
' 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday.
Phone 759-4964
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD Sr -800-648-6056

I St Address

I State

▪ ailabar. an an equal 10c101/01013 has,

F,,. tyre+, assistance with Fair
I

Hou.ing AdvertArnF require
men:: contact 514 A carnet

•

Milarn

We

*Mk
,
11.••••••••i7

1.442Cilid
It 4Mses

Seinerlpeisas
3 ass...-$7•36 3so. --$75.4e
6 UM--PISA
1 yt.-SLISAID

LARGE
SELECTION
NISEP AMPILII&PICIs

Mom Furnishings

PREMIER
MsNISTORAGe

1505 Diuguid Dry.e • Muff:Ey. KY 42071

tTrovest A /dram)

(270)Mina

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
53-2905 or 753-7536

Callowa), Garden/Essex Downs
partments

Reolq & Rental

South ,24;

Cowan

Ledger & lio

74P
1
Daytime Ph
1 '
Mail this coupon with payment u
1
Murray Ledger & Ti11114.11
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (2701 753-1916

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032
Noma Far lista
2 years old 3 BR 2
BA 1011 Payne St
For spot call
270-994-4380
4 BR,2 BA brick house
on 36 acres Large
family room with firebasement
place.
Toward New Concord
$82,000

731-6440783

(AA) Government
[

for 1st time buyei
or have tel
Zero down, ea
(270) 44

CLASSIFIEDS / INTERNATIONAL
Calhoon Construction, u.c

ss Ledger & limes

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
ice home outside of city limits.
at east 1 acre (preferably morel.
th 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths, minim 1700 sq. ft. with garagetsWoutbuilding(s).
Excellent references.
Call(270)293-9800
or(276)293-7511

motorcycles& AlV's

MI
LCONN

2008 kymco Xceing
250cc scooter, charcoal gray. two passenger. full gauges water
cooled large storage,
miles
very
3.800
sharp New $4,899
$4,200 obo 759-9365,
293-1615

DNJ HANDYMAN
Ira at your handyman

2003 KAWA Nene
ZX6R. 7100 miles.
Red 15100
(270) 356-0273

FOR all you roofing
yinyl. metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

LIII2F

- Fe,kit
rosimie

L RESTA
[NI-STORAGE
MI S. 4111 ST.
.ef 121 s t
le 625
SO
27014M-2534
M12934988

IAY Store and
presently has
ivailable
05 or 753-7536

PREMIER
NISTORAGE
e climate control
storage
curry alarmed
;ate 8 clear
le sell boxes'
rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Weal Rep. Fir eel

-up shop, utilities
washer & dryer
'ed. 293-6430.

-OWNER France'
No Credo Check
2 Bedroom 2 Bath
with bonus room
Newly remodeled with
central heal and air in
the lake area
$2500 down
S570/month
127 Tearose New
Concord Kentucky
CM Bonnie at
(270) 761-7355

for rent
DO a month Cali
905 or 293-13595

AGE building
gas heat IftSUlocated 406 1/2
iry Circle Murray
moth Call
5 Black
136 2935

]
Bits a Skala

'Shit Tzu puppies,
locked, wormed.
shots, beautiful
Umarkings
5
e.
1
male,
es,
270-753270-227-2264.

Registered Pug
es Very cute
and wormed
250
82-6199
puppies child
ly, had shots cog8 $400
05-5764

Obedience
858

LE
standard
e AKC registered.
'53-6606
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Lots Fr Sek

DING lot for saie
210-3781
559-2032

293-7872
Owner Finance:4
LanciNome
$250 deposit
Terms Negotiable
(270) 443-6737

, 2 BA brick house
16 acres Large
room with firebasement
rd New Concord
)00
[44-0783

JOE S JOBS

OWNER wants offer
141 Blissful View Dr.
Saratogall Subdivison
New construction. 4 Br,
2 Ba, 2,534 sg.ft. Open
house Tuesday 8/12.
Thursday 8/14 3-006:00prn All offers will
De reviewed Friday
3:00pm For
8/15
more information 270804-1655
PRICE
REDUCED,
must sell 5 bedroom
house with
lots of
extras Cat Ruth Ann
227-3876 Coieman RE
REDUCED!
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
Call
$248,500 00
753-2905 Of 293-8595.
UNIQUE mini farm.
minutes from
lust
Murray, 3 bedroom
above
house with
ground pool. Call Ruth
227-3876
Ann
Coleman RE
UTILIZE the attached
Irving quarters for a
family member or utilize the private addi
banal space as your
income Spacious
'r0ff.1.1 in a perfect set
trig for quiet family IN
rig Fast possession
on this 4-5 BR bock •
753 1492 021 Lnretta
Jots Realtors
Elinsarsol
limastshisita
DAM 1R4111140
fr7,1781-Hetise
www.uvoirive
'Nleiti.06111

%rags Ow linilss

Roper

753-5606

Used Cars
2006 Nissan Albma
24,000 miles. roya
blue, electric, cloth
owner,
1
seats.
$14,500 Call
436-6074
01 Honda Odessey
LX, white103.000
miles. 1 owner,
garaged. $7,000 Call
753-3120

113 *see
03 Wrnstar Mini Van
70k 56,500
03 Wenstar Mini Van
70k. DVD & VHS player $8,500
873-2323

94 Chevy Silverado
1500 350 CID short
bed brand new paint
lob white Awesome
cherry bomb mufflers
neaders. super sport
wheel and brand new
tees Tinted windows
player
$689
cd
$3,000 Bottom idol
lar's 293-4835
Serviovs Paired

I

or have family land!
Zero down_ easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

.
•
ALF x ANDER SEPTIC SERVICE
(270) 753-5933

\tell
VI

Ono lainesti
(2741) 243-4410

\I s
,1
NEED a metal roof
• wedd) & Tek aJ
installed" Cat Damn at
• locally osnedioperaied j 270-752-0414
75,-1151 •210-278.31
293-27m
Aldridge S Sac( uiston
Aocatiky
ROOFING
16yrs
RR Wuxi
experience
1 year
thatrissit arailmirelet
labor guarantee Tear
AMP
oft. nail over, homes
(19142113-40410
and repairs. Free esti110E4
mates 227-5286

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267
THE Murray Ledger IN
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using the information do so at thee own
nsk Although persons
and companies men
boned
herein
are
believed to be reputable.
The Murray Levger
Times, nor any ot its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
tor their activates

WEST
Calloway
County Development
Track Hoe. Dozer.
Back/me work, Septic
systems Top soot and
Gravel tor sale delivered
270-210-3781,
270-559-2032

Male dog free to a
good home Good with
kids Part Husk* and
Chow 270-227-9362
Free to good home 2
year ofd neutered
mare boxer Call
436-2631

!c rs. Frame's
'V' Services, Inc)
iamere
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, tnnuned or removed

Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service• Licensed & Insured
Row Frame, Jr.
Res 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No i. is co tete unul customer is Satisfied

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & 'Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Chinese violence escalates to 31 as 3 killed today
KUQA. China r AP) — through the checkpoint, and
Knife-wielding
assailants were not police or military.
"The case is still under invesattacked a road checkpoint in
China's troubled far west on tigation." Tu.ersenjiang said.
A man at the public security
Tuesday, killing three guards
and raising the death toll to 31 bureau in Shule county, where
from a surge in violence coin- Yamanya is located, said the
ciding
witl. the
Beijing injured officer was in critical
Olympics, officials said.
condition at a hospital.
"He has pulled away from
The state-run Xinhua News
Agency said an unknown num- danger," said the man, who
ber of attackers jumped from a refused to give his name because
vehicle at the checkpoint in he was not authorized to speak
Yamanya town in Muslim-domi- to the media."We are now waitnated Xinjiang territory and ing for him to wake up and
stabbed four guards, three of speak so we can find out more
whom died.
derails about what happened."
It was the third attack on govOn Sunday. militants tossed
ernment-linked guards this homemade bombs at governmonth in Xinjiang, which bor- ment buildings in Kuqa city.
ders Pakistan and Afghanistan then fought with police. Twelve
and where an Islamic militant people died, officials said.
separatist group operates.
Six days earlier, assailants
An officer at Yamanya town's rammed a truck into a group of
police post confirmed the three border police and then attacked
deaths.
them with knives and homemade bombs in Kashgar.
The officer, who gave his
No one has claimed responsiname as Tu'ersemiang, said by
telephone that those killed were bility for the attacks, thoggh
local government employees government officials have sugwho were taking down the gested terrorism is behind the
names of people who passed violence and insist it is not

linked to the Olympics.
But with three audacious
attacks in just more than a week
and the appearance online of
the
videos
threatening
Olympics,
ethnic
Uighur
extremists may be trying to use
the games as a way to force
themselves out of obscurity into
the world's view.
Residents and experts say
many Uighurs are seething with
anger toward Chinese immigrants who are seen by many as
symbols of government oppression.
Anti-government violence
has flared in Xinjiang for years.
But Nicholas Bequelin, a
researcher with New York-based
Human Rights Watch's Asia
Division, said Sunday's attacks
were more highly organized.
Thirteen men and two women
used an explosive-laden threewheeled vehicle and lobbed
bombs at 17 sites in the city in
quick succession.
"It presents several new
aspects which were not present
previous incidents in
in
Xinjiang." Bequelin said. "One

is the sophisticated coordination
of the attacks. It was not just one
attack. It's a string of bombings
that requires much more planning and a larger organization to
can')' out, especially at the time
of the Olympics when the security is so high."
crackdownt
Government
often silence the Uighurs (pro:
nounced WEE-gurs or discourage them from speaking out.
Most will only speak to
reporters on condition of
anonymity.
After the Kuqa attacks,
groups of Uighurs in the city of
450,000 people strolled around
the streets looking at the damage Their Chinese neighbors
appeared gnm and were quick to
denounce the violence. But
many of the Uighurs seemed
amused and cheerful. When,
asked if they endorsed the•
attacks, they wouldn't respond•
or said, "I don't know."
"If you look at the streets,
everything seems calm and
peaceful." said one merchant,
who would only identify himself
as Amar because he feared rem-

Russia orders halt to attacks; BP shuts down pipeline
MOSCON (API— Russia ordered a halt

the bod:, ol a Georgian soldier la) in

-The aggressor has been punished and

to military action in Georgia today, after five
days of air and land attacks sent Georgia's
army into headlong retreat and left towns
Landscaping 4. and military. bases destroyed. More than
t
•alio &Mein guaranteed
2.000 people were reported killed.
Georgian officials insisted that Russia
53-1816 227-0611
has continued the bombings despite the
Hill Electric pledge. And hours before the Russian order,
Since 19S6
Georgian officials said Russian jets targeted
24 noun sonnet
government offices and an outdoor market
Res Corn. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
in the crossroads city of Gon, killing six.
Al! roh% - big or small
Russia, which denied the bombing,
753-9562 launched an offensive in the only part of
Abkhazia still under Georgian control.
436-2867 Lamb's
Gori was all but deserted late Monday —
ProtessIonai Tree
Service Complete tree most remaining residents and Georgian solremoval, gutter
diers fled ahead of a feared Russian
cleaning, hauling. etc
onslaught. The post office and university
Insured.
were still burning.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
In Tskhinvali, South Ossetia's provincial
out garages, gutters,

the street along with debris. A poster hanging nearby showed Russian Prime Minister
Vladimir Putin and the slogan "Say yes to
peace and stability" as South Ossetian separatist fighters launched rockets at a Georgian
plane soaring overhead.
The death toll was expected to rise, for
large areas of Georgia were too dangerous
for journalists to enter. Tens of thousands of
terrified residents have fled the fighting -South Ossetians north to Russia, and
Georgians west toward the capital of Tbilisi
and the country's Black Sea coast.
Russian President Dmitry Medvedev said
on national television that Georgia had been
punished enough for its attack on South
Ossetia. Georgia launched an offensive late
Thursday to regain control over the separatist Georgian province, which has close
ties to Russia_

suffered very significant losses. Its military
has been disorganized," Medvedev said.
"If there are any emerging hotbeds of
resistance or any aggressive actions, you
should take steps to destroy them." be
ordered his defense minister at a televised
Kremlin meeting.
The British oil company BP shut down
one of three Georgian pipelines as a precaution. Georgia sits on a strategic oil pipeline
carrying Caspian crude to Western markets
bypassing Russia, has long been a source of
contention between the West and a resurgent
Russia, which is seeking to strengthen its
role as the dominant energy supplier to the
continent.
A Russian general dismissed Georgian
reports that warplanes again bombed a
pipeline and accused Georgia of spreading
false reports in order to rally anti-Russian
sentiments in the West

,•
1./kM
LAWN SEIRVICIE "F.‘0110.

funk & tree work
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions,
decks, home & mobile
home repair. water &
termite damage. tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimme
753-2353 753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
PARTS
SERVICE
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Aug. 13, 2008:
You arc one of the most determined signs. This year. you will
learn the wisdom of bending or
trying another path. Face facts_
You cannot be right every time,
all of the time. An opportunity
for growth occurs in your daily.
life and possibly in your work.
You also might develop a sweet
tooth if you are not careful. You
could witness an expansion of
your waistline if you are not
careful. If you are single, most
likely you will meet someone in
your day-to-day travels. The
second part of this birthday year
could have you socializing a lot.
If attached, the two of you grow
through a mutual hobby or interest. CAPRICORN makes a great
healer for you, as well as a coworker.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;

The 4.11riee to
Stan • - Minim
Ledger Titres
2'0)-5.-.4 1916

A) Government Funds available
1st time buyers who own land

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-970-1007
Somas Oriela

*

Nears Far Sele

ars old 3 BR 2
1011 Payne St
pre call
994-4390

Call

761-3558
iortaii.com

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
Riverfel4
F,states
Man Jennings

AO:Shoos, Drywall, Painting, Windows,
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms

rcommoiainar.

Thies, Closings

MURRAY Estates 3
25
BA
BR.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated 5 acre lot
7 87-2246

Licensed
FREEFREE
Esomates and Insured Estimates

Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

15 16 inch
Starting ,at
Mounted

'4

Greg layier
Mersey at Law
Contracts,Deeds

GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FSBO
4/3/3, 3,000 AC. 4,000
total,
9
acres
$209,000 OBO
comoietely
3/2/2
New
remodeled
everything. $154.900
417-337-3561

WI St Ni 12IN
753 8087

AL
INIVINIRAV

1990 Toyota 4 Runner
with topper 6 cylinder.
5 speed
165,000
miles. runs
great
53500 978-6780

;E or tete space
bee Permit Inca'53-2905
480

FOR all you roofing.
vinyl metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

USED TIRES

97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded
everything
power
*antler Mustang GT
engine 56 300 book
$4,300 obo
41-337-3561

or Retail
Available
lain Murray
t Midway
outh and
co Rd.
33 3232

needs 293-5436

BRE.NT ALLEN SEPTECH
(270)759-1515

MaePIM

380R/2 be brick home
on 7 acres in north
Calloway. more info at
753-2761 293-2819 or
www owners com/WT
W7832

CALL now 753 1492 Values like this sea
quickly - 3 BR - 2 BR FP in FR - screened
porch - fenced yard all/ schools C21
Loretta Jobs Realtors

it.

luesdav 1:must I 2 2008 • 7

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

Leer l
/ er*
Moulins.
and Mulct, HaUliall

Ask for Mftch.274,227-0111106

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** If you attempt to avoid a
situatoon, you will walk smack
into it causing the opposite
effect Perhaps 'Tying this person the space to simply do and
be might be the least controversial stance Reflect another's

by Jambi.Roar
attitude. Tonight. Out as late as
is necessary.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others could find you
challenging, as your thoughts
are deep Into something else
The problem remains that someone sorely needs and wants
your feedback You 'night be
stunned suddenly by what you
see happenino around you'
Tonight. Do not take someone
personally
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Working with one other
person draws the kind of reaction everyone dreams of You
seem to communicate your
ideas, but also impart a great
deal of enthusiasm at the same
time Others remember how they
feel when sharing with you
Tonight De not forget your special person
CANCER (June 21-July 22p
**** Others dominate Hop
out of the way. and you will be,
by far, much happier Your way
of handling a problem changes
radically if you relax Someone
night not get the truth of your
words or cannot hear your message Tonight. Just don't be
alone
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Emphasize productivity.
but at the same time do not forget about you Schedule a
checkup Consider a new exercise or diet program It's your
call Spending some money on

yourself might be very important
Tonight The diet starts tomorMow.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
**** Where is that twinkle in
your eye coming from? Perhaps
you are seerng someone differently, co you are amuse J at the
scenario that surrounds you.
Romance and/or creativity bubble forth Someone finds you to
be amazing Tonight. Start acting
like It is Friday nights
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*** 11 you can call in. do
Everyone, be they a child or an
adult, loves to play hooky. Why
not you? Put on your ansvvenng
machine and share your time
with a closed loved one There is
nothing wrong with opting to be
alone either Tonight Vanish.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***sr* YOUT words could turn
around a situation A meeting
could be swayed by your
thoughts Be willing to put yourself on the eine and make happen what you need Often, you
take a backseat Tonight Hang
out with a friend_
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc. 211
Carer Dee: with finances by
manifesting your natural strength
and intelligence You might not
be able to control anothens decision. but you can rein, yourself on
or choose a strong response
Tonight Explore options rathei
than eliminate them
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jon. 19)

***** You hit a peak few
days. What might be the smart
action is to re-arrange your
schedule ASAP for anything that
is very important. You make a
good impression. Try to cut
some of the judgments OK?
Toreght. Ask and you shall
reverye
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
-*** Understand that evert you
need to cut back some. You cannot always have 'Itsings your
way Pull back In fact taking a
day off or simply closing your
door and not answering the
phone coked revive you Tonsght.
Mull over a situation It will
change soon enough.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Friends surround you
You do not need to test the
waters. rather. trust in your desirability. and lister) with a stronger
sense of self It might be hard to
create exactly what you see, but
a point project Could be successtul Tonight Where your friends
are
BORN TODAY
Cuban President Fidel Castro
(1926). women's-rights activist
Lucy Stone (1818), filmmaker
Alfred Hitchcock (1899)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/lwww.lacqueIineblgar,cern.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

COMICS / FEATURES

8• Tuesday. August 12, 2906

WMINIU0
10 years ago
is a picture of
Stephen Hill. 8. helping with construction of a sewer main by the
shooting the ekes ation for his father
of Roy s Backhoe Service, in the
proposed annexation on Stairview
Dose The photo was by Staff
Photographer Bernard Kane
Also published is a picture of
Calloway County High School
Girls Soccer Coach Mark Kennedy.
Jr introducing his team prior to
the alumni game at CCHS socyer complex The photo was by.
Photographer By Mark
Staff
'oung
Bro Jack Geunn, pastor of
Bethel Baptist Church. Harrodsburg. is speaker at a revival now
in progress at Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Christopher and Patnck Fttsgibbon. twin sons of Mr. and Mrs.
John Fitsgibbon of Murray, on a
ride at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair. The photo was
to Staff Photographer Donna New

Published

Melanie Cunningham. a member of the Murray Police Department. discussed -Neighborhood
Watch- at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Roberta and James Bynum and
a girl to Angie and Raymond
Robertson. Aug. ft a boy to Karen
and Victor Olazabal. Aug. 7; a
boy to Judy and Edward Accomazzo, Aug. 8

Ron Childress. minister of
Union Hill Church of Christ. is
speaker at a gospel meeting at
Dexter Church of Christ
Births reported include a boy
to Mr and Mrs Eddie Ramsey,
July 29
41 years ago
James Puckett, son of Mr and
Mrs Curtis Puckett, Rt I. Hardin.
was promoted to Army Specialist Four while serving with the
168th Engineer Battalion in Vietnani
Preston Ty ) Holland. assistant superintendent of Murray City
Schools and longtime grid coach
at Murray High School. was named
as president of the Kentucky High
School Athletic Association's
Board of Control, according to
Ted Sanford. KHSAA Commissioner
Murray Pony League lost to
Lafayette. Ind in the Pony League
Tournament at Princeton, Ind Dan
Thompson was pitcher for Murray
50 years ago
Six men from Murray are on
two weeks active duty training
with the 439th Civil Aircraft Military Government Company of Fort
Meade. Md They are Capt.
William E Dodson. ('apt James
M. Lassiter. Sp3 Donald R. Tucker, Pfc. Daniel Billington. Pfc.
James M. Billington and Pfc.
Mason G. Billington.
Tommy Wells of Murray has
signed a bonus contract with the
Los Angeles Dodgers. He is the
son of Mi. and Mrs Tom Wells.

60 years ago

30 years ago
Published is a picture of Bob
Billington. city drive chairman.
Margaret Trevathan. overall chairman. and Ronnie Jackson, county chairman, discussing plans for
the fund-raising campaign for the
Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre.
Health
County
Calloway
Department is sponsonng an
immunization clinic today at the
center at Olive and North 7th
Streets.

Claude Anderson, tax commissioner for Calloway County. said
his office will be open until Sept
I for the purpose of taking the
1948 assessment on all property
including real estate, automobiles.
tracks, tractors and all other personal property for the state, county and school taxes.
Pat Moore of Benton, district
governor of the Lions club, was
speaker at a meeting of the MUIra,), LICHIS Club.

By The Associated Press

In 1962. one day after launching Andrian Nikolayev into orbit.
the Soviet Union also sent up
cosmonaut Pavel Popovich. both
men landed safely Aug. 15.
In 1978, Pope Paul VI, who
had died Aug. 6 at age 80, was
buried in St. Peter's Basilica
In 1981, IBM introduced its
first personal computer. the model
5150.
In 1985. the world's worst single-aircraft disaster occurred as a
crippled Japan Air LAMS Boeing
747 on a domestic flight crashed
into a mountain, killing 520 peopleIn 1988, the controversial movie

—The Last Temptation of Christ."
directed by Martin Scorsese,
opened in nine cities despite objections by some Christians who felt
the film was sacrilegious
In 2000, the Russian nuclear
submarine Kursk and its 118-man

Murray I edger

Leg rash cause
a mystery

Long-distance relationship
may founder on infidelity
DEAR ABBY: I have been
involved in a long-distance relationship for the past year. I'm
crazy aboct him and have been
completely faithful to him.
While we were talking on
the phone today he asked.
*What
would you
do if I cheated on your
It came out
of the blue.
and I realized he was
serious! My
family and
friends
believe he
has already
By Abigail
cheated on
Van Buren
me and was
feeling
guilty. Part of me thinks they
may be right. Can you settle
my disturbed thoughts? -UNSETTLED IN DERRY, PA
UNSETTLED:
DEAR
Long-distance relationships can
be especially challenging.
When someone asks a question like your boyfhend asked
you. it usually means the person has cheated or is considering doing so.
It would be interesting to
know how you responded to
his question. If it's not too
late, tell him, If you cheated, I would be hurt and disappointed. And if you have
already cheated, then it's time
we BOTH started seeing other
people.'

Dear Abby

004

DEAR ABBY: We have
lived next door to 'The
Moochers' for three years
Things have gotten so bad that
my husband and I avoid them
at all costs, which isn't easy,

Todayinlistery
Today is Tuesday. Aug. 12, the
225th day of 2008 'There are 141
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History.
On Aug. 12. 1944, during World
War II. Joseph P. Kennedy Jr..
eldest son of Joseph and Rose
Fitzgerald Kennedy. was killed with
his co-pilot when their explosivesladen Navy plane blew up over
England.
On this date.
In 1867. President Andrew
Johnson sparked a move to impeach
him as he defied Congress by
suspending Secretary of War Edwin
M. Stanton.
In 1953. the Soviet Union conducted a secret test of its first
hydrogen bomb.
In 1960, the first balloon satellite. the Echo I. was Launched by
the United States from Cape
Canaveral. Fla.

Murray Ledger & limes

Crew were lost dunng naval exercises in the Barents Sea.
Ten years ago: Swiss hanks
agreed to pay $1.2 billion as restitution to Holocaust survivors to
settle claims for their assets
Five years ago: Liberia's leading rebel movement agreed to lift

its siege of the capital and vital
port, allowing food to flow to
hundreds of thousands of hungry
Pe959eOne year ago. A gunman opened
fire in the sanctuary of a southwest Missouri church, killing a
pastor and two worshippers. (Suspect Eiken Elaim Salmon is charged
with murder.) Crooner, talk show
host and game chow producer
Mery Griffin died in Los Angeles at age 82 Tiger Woods captured the PGA Championship to
win at least one major for the
third straight season and run his
career total to 13

ES A 13 V ELL E
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as they live in close proximity to our home.
If we're on our porch or in
the backyard and they see us,
they always ask for something.
We have been friendly and
have helped them in the past,
but feel as though our kindness has been mistaken for
weakness and we have been
taken advantage of.
The Moochers have asked
to borrow our outdoor grill,
pieces of our living room furniture, toys for their grandchildren to play with, permission to hang their laundry on
our clothesline (which we have
since removed), and have even
asked for Christmas ornaments
right off our tree!
Since we have started avoiding them, we have gotten a
had reputation in our neighborhood as being 'unfriendly.'
We have asked them to return
our grill, but they actually
refused, saying it was GIVEN
to them with a smile.
We would love some advice.
MISUNDERSTOOD
NEIGHBORS IN PENNSYLVANIA
MISUNDERDEAR
STOOD: It's time to start doing
a little public relations work
of your own. If you are on
speaking terms with any of
your other neighbors, tell them
what has happened and why
you and your husband now
avoid The Moochers. From my
perspective, they appear to be
peculiar bordering on the eccentric. not to mention extremely nervy. Avoiding them is
your best defense, unless you're
planning on moving.
•••
DEAR ABBY: Is it poor
manners for people to leave
an event, concert, show or
graduation before the final piece
is played or spoken because
they want to avoid the crowd
or traffic at the conclusion?
It annoys me, and I'd like
to know if my view is justiANNOYED IN MARYfied
LAND
DEAR ANNOYED: If
someone has paid admission
to an event, concert or show
and wishes to leave before the
end, it is his/her privilege (or
loss, depending on how you
view it). However, in the case
of a graduation or other ceremony in which people are
being honored, good manners
dictate that attendees stay until
the last honor is bestowed and
the last achievement is recognized.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,Les
Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
82 years old and have COPD
(chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease). My problem is that
I suffer from a rash on my
legs from the knees down My
doctor says it doesn't look like
eczema, but
like blood
the
under
skin.
I had my
blood
checked to
see if it is
too thin, but
that test was
negative. A
thyroid test
was slightly
By
low. but I
Dr. Peter Gott
haven't
talked to my doctor about that
yet to see if there is a connection. My medications are
Spiriva, Albuterol and Armour
Thyroid. I was previously on
Symbicort, but it made my
tongue swell and become raw,
so I was switched to the Spirtva, which doesn't work as
well. I've been on the thyroid
medication for 50 years and
expect to have to take it for
the rest of my life.
I really would appreciate
your input.
DEAR READER: Your
Spiriva prescription has an
uncommon side effect of causing a rash for a very few individuals. If the rash appeared
once you made the switch front
Symbicort to Spiriva. you have
your answer; your leg rash is
drug-related. If. however, you
had the rash prior to the switch.
you must look elsewhere.

Dr. Gott

Your tongue swelling

had an allergic reaction to the
components of the drug. and
your physician was correct to
make the change to Spiriva.
While you sent a photograph of your rash, the condition is difficult to diagnose
since there are so many possibilities. It could be viral or
bacterial in nature, a form of
plant dermatitis. Lyme disease.
pitynasis. Sjogrens or other
conditions.
I would rule out the Armour
Thyroid because you have been
on it for so long. The combination of the three drugs.
however. could interact and
present in the form of unexplained rash. The only true
way of determining this is to
eliminate one drug at a time
to see it the rash disappears.
Because of your COPD. I would
urge you to speak with your
physician or cardiologist before
even considering making any
changes. In the interim, you
should make an appointment
with a dermatologist if you
haven't already done so. See
him or her while the rash is
in full bloom so a diagnosis
can be made.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Consumer Tips on Medicine.'
Other readers who would like
copy should send a selfaddressed, stamped number 10
envelope and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box 167, Wickliffe.
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
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The bidding:
North East
West
Smith
Pass
1•
Pass
I IP
Pass
NT
3C
Pass
4,
rack of dohs
Opening lead

When the green held, declarer
tried leading a spade hi the king. But
after West took the ace and played a
second club, South could not ay old
losing a club, a diamond and another
spade, and so finished down one
The trouble with South's line of
play was that. barring a defensise •
lapse. it depended essentially on
finding Vast with the ace of spades.
No real attempt was made to capitalize on the possibility that West might
!use the ace of diamonds, in which
case declarer could score two diarnend tricks instead of just unc
To avail himself of that possibility.
South should arrange his plays so'
that he cart lead diamonds twice
toward dummy while the king 01
clubs is still an entry accordingly.
after winning the opening club lead
with the ace, declarer should lead a
diamond at trick two

Wheal dummy's queen holds.
The outcome of most deals is South re-enters his hand with a bean,
determined more by proper tech- draws the remaining trumps and
leads a second diamond. West takes
nique and good planning than by
unusual or spectacular plays. For this the ace but cannot stop declarer from
reason, how a player fares on the later discarding his club loser on the
run-of-the-mill hands is much more diamond king
If it turns out that last has the ace
important in the long run than how
of diamonds. South uill still make
lie does on difficult hands
For example, take this deal where the contract it East also has the ace of
South failed to make four hearts He spades 1Kclarer thus gets two
chances ii, make 10 tricks instead of
von the club lead with the ace. drew
trumps and then led a diamond to the only one, and that's a see)' significant
improvement in anyone's hook
queen
Tomorrow: Cross and double-cross
emosiougoa.asosisoih.
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12 River in Russia
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24 E3eholdl
25 Practiced Zen
26 Screw things
up
27 Secret
arne nick.
name
32 Midwest St
33 New car option
34 Kindhearted
35 Gridiron stat
2:1
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L:Pclo

39 Camp bed
40 Map abbe
41 Go hang-gliding
42 Spell
44 And us vinegar
46 Blockade
48 Precise
51 Golf ball stand
52 What we have
5.4 Malay or Ferber
55 Call it quits
56 "Julius Caesar'
role
57 Cell phone
button

DOWN
1 However
2 — you sure?
3 Eagles and
hawks
4 Post sneeze
word
5 UK

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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6 Fort.* through
7 Lean against
8 Remote
9 Short and

thick
10 Ache

II Whisper loudly
16 Brief query
18 Stingy
20 Homer opus
22 Course finale
23 Extra dry
25 Splinter group
27 Faint trace
28 Beatrice s
admirer
29 Costa —
derivative
34 Ornate fabric
36 Modicum
37 Man on a date
39 To the third
power
41 Poker pair
42 - noire
43 Cornet to an

..)
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RACER SOCCER ROUNDUP

Encourage over discourage

east Missouri Stale who had place. Jacksonville State (44)
Pessuswi
16 first place votes and 128 in seventh. Austin Peay (39)
OVC Seam
in eighth, and Tennessee Tech
points.
Osvosess
"I am happy we were voted (36) in ninth place.
Tote Pointe
their
into
pow
is
State
School
Murray
vont
know,
all
we
as
but
second
these preseason rankings mean second week of preseason camp SoulsoM Missouri(16) 128
104
nothing once OVC play gets and Acreman is encouraged Murray State (2)
85
started." Acreman said. "I've by what she is seeing out of Eastern Illinois
85
By MSU Sports Information seen each program in the OVC her team that set a program Tennessee Martin
82
The Murray State women's improve each season I've been mark in 2007 with II victo- Morehead State
45
Eastern Kentucky
soccer team was picked to fin- at Murray and I know it's ries
44
"It is great to be able to Jacksonville State
ish second in the 2008 Ohio going to be a tough confer39
Austin Peav
start working with the team," Temsesee Tech
Valley Conference preseason ence to win."
36
Eastern Illinois and UT Mar- Acreman added. -We have a
poll. Voting for the preseason
play starts.
OVC
before
team
and
returners
of
predictions was conducted by tin were tied for third in the great group
the OVC's head coaches and voting with 85 points. while our new players are really but we're really enjoying seeMorehead State was selected committing to our training and ing our team improve every
sports information directors.
The Racers received two fifth with 82 points. The poll the goals we have set for the day. The team is excited to
first place votes and had 104 was rounded out with Eastern program. My staff and I have see how far they can go this
points total in the poll, just Kentucky (45 points) in sixth a lot to do to prepare the season."
behind first place pick South-

ACREMAN ACCEPTS
No.2 BILLING, BUT
KNOWS IT MEANS
LITTLE COME
OVC PLAY'

TIGER GOLF ROUNDUP

PREP VOLLEYBALL ROUNDUP

Smith
goes low
for MHS

OLYMPICS

U.S. runs
over
Angola
GREECE REMATCH
UP NEXT
BEIJING (AP) — LeBron James
and his teammates easily shoved
Angola aside. Now come the teams
that can push back.
Dwyane Wade scored 19 points.
James dominated the game with his
size and strength on both ends, and
the U.S. Olympic team wrapped up
the easy portion of its schedule with
a 97-76 victory Tuesday night.
Dwight Howard added 14 points
and James finished with 12 for the
Americans, who had another rough
night from 3-point range but don't
appear to be stoppable in the open
court. Wade was perfect from the
field in Beijing until missing in the
third quarter.
The United States improved to
4-() against Angola. starting with the
Dream Team's Olympic debut in
1992. That romp is best remembered for Charles Barkley's elbow
to an unsuspecting Angolan player
in a 116-48 victory.
Angola went down almost as easily this time.
The Americans 12-0) moved on
to face Greece, the team that stunned
them two years ago in the semifinals of the world championship. Two
days later comes a matchup with
Spain, the team that won that tournament and is also 2-0 in this one
after rallying to beat China in overtime behind 29 points from Pau Gasol.

Murray State head
coach Beth Acreman
has her Racers posttoned as the No 2
preseason team in
the OVC Various
had Acres
ices
services
recruiting
man
ovc the best in
n ssas
the

OVC
VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

Flying
High
MOREHEAD PICKED
TO WIN OVC;
NORRIS EARNS
PRESEASON HONORS/

VEACH LEADS WAY
FOR LADY TIGERS
Staff Report
Jordan Smith fired a 37. tying
him for medalist honors and leading Murray to victory at Dogwood
Hills in Cunningham Tuesday.
As a team, the Tigers shot 173,
seven strokes better than Carlisle
County (180) and 13 strokes better
than Mayfield (186).
Carlisle's Caleb Hardy also shot
a 37 to lead the Comets. Robbie
Parsons led Mayfield with a 42.
Jay Roth (42). Zack Newsome (46)
and Keaton Tate (48) rounded out
the Murray contingent.
On the girls side. Murray's Christina Veach took the tournament's low
score with a 44. As a team. the
Lady Tigers shot 230, falling to
Mayfield, which fired a 194.
Carlisle County did not field a
full team.
Beth Graham (61), Samantha Tinsley (61) and Jordan Nagy (64) completed the field for Murray. Mayfield's Emily Whitnell shot a 46 to
lead the Lady Cardinals.

MICHAEL DAMN
Ledger & Times

Staff and OVC reports
Murray State has been picked
to finish fourth in the 21.108 Ohio
Valley Conference volleyball
race, while senior iibero Heather
Norris has been named to the.
All-OVC first team.
Morehead State was picked
to win the title after earning i;
share of its sixth crown last season. The Eagles received 10
first-place votes and 151 points
in preseason balloting by the
league's head coaches and sports
information directors. With five
first:place nods and 129 points.
Tennessee Tech is predicted to
finish second while Southeast
Missouri picked up four firstplace votes and 127 points to
come in third.
Murray State earned 120
points for fourth place while
Tennessee State garnered the
final first-place vote and 101
points to be picked fifth. Jack-.
,,onville State (100 points), Eastern Kentucky (55 points), Eastern Illinois (53 points). Austin
Peay (32 points) and UT Martin (30 points) round out the
poll.
The 14-member preseason AllOVC team features five studentathletes that were named to the
All-OVC squad last year. The
first team is comprised of More;
head State senior middle hitter
Enn Peak (Georgetown. Ky.1
and senior setter Katelyn Barbour (Florence, Ky.); Southeast
Missouri junior outside hitter Kar-.
leigh DeLong (Corona. Calif.);
Tennessee Tech sophomore Leah
Meffert (Louisville.Ky.): Tennessee State middle blocker/outside hitter Christian Lowe (San
Antonio. Texas): Murray State
libero Heather Norris(Naperville
ill); and Eastern Kentucky senior middle hlocker Amanda Wilson (Euclid. Ohio).
Receiving preseason All-OVC
second team accolades are Ten-,
nessee Tech junior libero/outsitle
hitter Katie Kenline (Ossian,
Ind.) and junior outside hind
Amanda Lindgren (Albuquerque.
N.M.): Morehead State senior
outside hitter Ashley Doscher
(Frisco. Texas); Eastern Illinois
outside hitter Alex Zwettlet
Wis.): Jacksonville
(Madison.
•4e, & Times
TOMMY DILLARD
State junior outside hitter Bni-.
Callaway County senior middle hitter Kristen Phillips gets some air as she sends this ball over the net in the tney Whitten (Boonville. Ind.1(
Lady Lakers' season opener Monday night. Calloway fell to Community Christian in two games. 25-15 and 25- Tennessee State senior setter
Candace Salaeumua(Chula Vista:
17.
Calif.); and senior outside hitter
Dondlinger
Aubrey
Heights, Ill.).

Leading Early And Often

PRESEASON
OVC VOLIEVIALI
STANOINCS

WARRIORS DON'T RELINQUISH LEADS, LADY LAMERS FALL IN HOME OPENER
Staff Report
The Calloway County solleybail team
fell in its season-opener Monday night.
losing 25-15 and 25-17 to Community
Christian.
In both games. the Lady Warriors
took early leads and never relinquished
their advantage
Though Calloway came out on the

losing end, the game marked several
firsts for the program. First-year head
coach Samantha Hobbs was initiated
into First Region volleyball and the
Lady Laker% debuted their new-look
lineup after losing three seniors to graduation.
In junior varsity action, Community
Christian got the best of the Lady Laker% 21-16 and 21-15.

The Lady Laker% 10-1) will attempt
to even their record as they travel to
Carlisle County tonight. Game time is
set for 6 p.m., with junior varsity playing first followed by varsity. Tonight's
game will be the first of the season
for the Lady Comets.
Calloway dives into district play next
week, traveling to Marshall County on
Tuesday. Aug. 19.

School
Morehead State (10)
, ,Pe Tech ;5)
Tenne,,
SE Missoun (4)
Murray State
Tennessee State (1)
Jacksonville Slate
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay

UT Martin

Totel Points
151
129
127
120
103
ICC
55
53
32
30

SPORTS
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American Loewe Standings
All Tense CDT
East Division
W
LPCI GS
71 46 807
Tampa Bat
Boston
4
68 51 571
New York
63 56 529
9
Toronto
60 59 504
12
Baltimore
56 61 179
15
Central Division
W
L
08
Mexmsola
66 52 559
Chicago
65 52 556 1/2
Detroit
58 60 492
Kansas City
12
54 64 458
Cleveland
53 64 45312 12
West Division
W
LPcl 08
Los Angeles
74 13 632
Texas
14
61 585)3
Oak Land
54 63 462
20
45 73 38129 12
Seattle

Monday's Genes
Toronto 7 Detroit 2
Cleveland 13 Baltimore 8
mionesota 4 N Y Yankees 0
Boston 5. Chicago White Sox 1
Tuesday's Games
Texas (Felornan 4-5) at Boston )Zink
0). 6.05 p m
Toronto (Burnett 14-9) at Detroit (Miner
6-4) 6.05 p m
Baltimore (Olson 8-61 at Cleveland
(Sowers 1-6). 6 05 p m
NI Yankees (Mussina 15-7) at
Minnesota (Bleckbum 9-6) 7 10 pm
Kansas City (Bannrster 7-10) at
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 8-101
711 pm
Tampa Bay (Kazmir 8-5) at Oakland
(Gonzalez 0-11. 905 p m
Seattle (Washburn 5-11) LA Angels
(Garland 10-71. 9.05 p rn
Wednesdays Games
N Y Yankees at Minnesota. 12 10 p.m
Texas at Boston 6 05 p m
Toronto at Detroit. 6 05 p.m
Baltimore at Cleveland 6.05 p m
Kansas City a! Chicago White Sox, 7 11
m
Tampa Bay at Oakland 905 p.m.
Seattle at L A .4ngeis. 9 05 p m.
Thursday's Gerais
Tomoto at Detroit 12 05 p m
Kansas City at Chicago White Sox.
1 05 p rr,
Tampa Bay at Oakland. 2 35 p m
Texas at Boston 6.05 p.m.
Baltimore at Cleveland, 60€ p m

Pastional Loewe Standings
Al Tees COT
East Dliesion
W
L Pct GO
Phiedelpres
64 54 542
2
New York
62 56 525
62 57 521 21-2
nonce
9
Allenia
55 63 466
44 75 37020 1f2
Yhishinglon
Central Division
LPct 08
W
71 47600
Chicago
Miesuluie
88 51 571 3 1/2
86 55 545 6 1/2
St Louis
12
Houston
59 59 500
17
54 64 458
PRIsbuigh
Cnonnan
52 67 43719 1 12
Won Diviabn
W
L Pct 08
Artzona
60 58 506
1
Los Angeles
59 59 500
53 67 442
8
Colorado
San Francisco
50 67 427 912
14
46 7239/)
San Diego

Monday's Games
Pittsburgh 7 N V Mins 5
MilWilUltOe 7 Washington 1
St Loon 1 Donde 2
Houston 3. San Francesco 1
LA Dodgers 8, Philadelphia 6
Tuesday's Gomm
Cincinnati (Volquez 13-5) at Piltstxirgn
(Karstens 2-0), 6.05 p m
Chicago Cubs (1-ienSen 6-2) at Atlanta
(Motion 3-5). 6 10 p.m
St Louis (Lohse 13-4) at Flonda
(Volslad 3-2). 8.10 p m
N Y Niels (J.Santana 9-7) at
Washrigion 104 Perez 5-81. 6 10 pm
San Francisco ILncecurn 12-3)11
ilousion (0swedi 9-8), 7 05 p.m
Arizona (Johnson 9-8) at Colorado
!Jimenez 8-10), 805 p.m.
Nierreutuse (Sidman 7-7) at San Diego
(13aek 4-6). 905 p.m.
Phindeiphia (Newels 943) at LA_
- 10 p.m
Dodgers (Kershsw 2-3), 9.
Wednesdays Genes
Cincinnati at Pittebuigh, 605 p.m
Chicago Cubs at Atlanta, 6.10 p.m
NY Mets at Washington, 610 p.m
St Louts at Ronda, 6:10 p.m.
San Francisco at liouston, 7:05 p.m
Anions at Coiorado. 8:05 p.m.
Milwaukee at San Diego, 905 p.m.
Philadelphia at L A. Dodgers, 910 p.m

Murray I dger & Times

Hardin man wins National Cross
Country Racing's highest honor
Special to the Ledger
Six-time national champion
and former Tngg County/LBL
resident and longtime Murray
businessman Spencer Balenune
received the American Hist, inc
Racing Motorcycle Association's (AHRMA) highest United States award during the annual Champions Banquet held
recently in Ocala. Fla.
The 40-pound brass and
hardwood McDermott Trophy
dates to 1948 and is given for
the best overall performance
in cross country racing. Salentine must return it to Daytona
in March of 2009.
He joins an interesting list

of previous winners including
former Indiana Pacers star center Rik Smits. Englishman
James Smith, sae of two-time
world champ Jeff Smith and
Chief cabinet maker to the
White House is also a previous winner.
The McDermott is given by
the association in honor of
New York's Tommy McDermott for being the first American to win a gold medal at
the 1949 International Six-Days
Trails in Wales. This event is
off-road motorcycle racing's
version of the Olympics and
has been held since 1917.
It is non-stop racing over

the roughest terrain for six
days and the rider is responsible for keeping the motorcycle going with no outside help
for the entire 1,000 miles.
AHRMA cross country racing grids riders in rows according to their ranking, with
Experts first, Intermediates second and Novices third. A flag
is thrown at 60-second intervals. at which the riders start
the bikes and blast onto a fivemile woods course.
The race is one hour in length
and is run rain or shine. Salentine was overall finisher in five
of the seven events, beating
ex-pro Moto-Crosser Gary Fet-

zer of Connecticut for the
Championship.
Salentine
clinched the title at the rugged
North Woods event located in
upstate Wiscr ,in on the Cana:
dian border.
Salentine dedicates the tro;
phy to Quest Fitness owners
Tung and Gerald Dinh of Mur:
ray, wife Sheila and son Ryder.
workout partner Greg Miller, his
uncles David Salentine and
Earl Crump and aunt Elle
Crump.
For more information on
American vintage motorcycle
racing, log on to AHRMA.org.
tOtillY'S LINEUP SPONSORED 81

TV, radio

Spencer Baientine (right), of Hardin, poses with Tung Dinh, owner of Quest Fitness in
Murray. Balentine received the American Historic Racing Motorcycle Association's highest U.S. award arid dedicated it to Dinh, among others.

TODAY
LITTLE LEAGUE SOFTBALL
6 p.m.
ESPIC - World Series, semrtina!
learns %A. at Portland, Ore
II:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Work! Series samdinat
Mains TBA, at Port and Ore
MAJOP LEAGUE BASESAT L
6 p.m.
WON - Chicago Cubs at Atlanta
OLYMPICS
4 p.m.
CNBC - Hosing. 51 kg and 54kg. at
(sarne-dey tape)
7 p.m,
NBC-INS women's gymoa58cs
learn Gold Medal finals, swimming
Gold Medal hoots_ men's 200m butterfly. 4420011 relay. women's 200m
freestyle. 200m individual medley:
swimming aernitinaki. men's 10Orn
freestyle. men's Dew, volleyball U S
vs Argentina. SAME-DAY TAPE
women's (Swig. platform synchronized
Gold Medal finals. at Beijing
11 p.m.
CNBC
Softball, U S vs Australia:
boxing, 485g and 91kg at Ben-g
11:3S p.m.
NBC -- Women's vo8eybe6 U.S. vs.
Venezuela: swimming semifinals,
women's 200m butterfly. man's 200m
breaststroke, at Beijing (delayed taps)

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAVORITES
All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we wont to know who yours are. in preparation for our upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2008' section, we're asking readers to fig us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, we wont to know who
your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before Wed., Aug. 20th at 5 p.m,
To thank you for your participation, your name will automatically be entered into a random drawing to win one of two $100 cash prizes.

Favorite Place to Get Catfish

Favorite Elected Official

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Photography Stadia

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jewelry Stare

Favorite Andepse Stone

Favorite Paint Stare

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appikeart Story

Favorite veterinarian

Favorite Bookstore

II

lament Itirileas Restaurant

Favorite Chinese Restaurant

Favorite RISQ Restaurant

Favorite Place To Get Dessert

Favorite Place To Get A Borger

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Florist

Favorite Auto Dealer
Favorite OrAornetrist
Fess:wit. Fauraltare

Favorite Steak Haus,

Fe vOritf Peace To Get Breakfast

Stare

Favorite Gift Snip
Favorite Cabie Provider
Favorite Video Rental

Favorite OR Cksioge Service
Favorite Fitness Cent::

Favorite Place lb Get A itikkshake

Favorite Latainspiagilawit

Favorite flair Salsa
Favorite Fnsisiag

Favorite Golf Coarse

Favorite Drag Siert

Favorite Barber Slurp
Favorite Carpet Store

Favorite Piece Tii Eat &diet

Favorite Attorney
Favorite Dentist
Favorite Pityalcal Ilterapiat
Favorite Tutekig Sake

Favorite Mae'IN Get Foot Food

°Her Orbiwidisdist
Favorite Towlag Service
Favorite Bank

Favorite Flom To Get Home Cookbeg
Favorite Fanny Prasdiion-r_
Favorite After 5 Hangout

Favorite Sank Trier
Mame webs& ram of nao)

Favorite Coffee Hoose

Favorite Chirspractor

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Pine To Get Pima

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Heating & Cooing Service

Fa-nein Plumbing Service

Favorite ilartiware Stare

Favorite Conalgasaatit Shop

Favorite lastiroace Agency
Favorite Grocery Store-

- Favorite Gas Station

VOTE BY
AUG.20TH

Favorite Clothing Stott
Favorite Radio Persosality

Favorite Ladles °Whims

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted.
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites In our special 'Best of Calloway County
Readers Choice 2008' section published in October. Mall ballot to or drop off at:
MURRAY
Name
Phone

LEDGER &TIMES
P.O Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071
1001 Whitneill Ave., Murray, KY

CONTEST RULES:
1. Must be at least 18 years et age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible. 2. Entries must be received
by this newspaper before 5 p m on Wed. Aug 20th. 3. Cash ori7e winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of newspaper
Is final 4. At least 10 categories must be filled in for your ballot to be valld and counted. 6. All enhtes should contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. Entries must include full name & phone number to be valid & counted.
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.)91' 'CX1ii1,80(bed14;i1
2:1r,tct) Attr
n
(0411i7q
ratain,
,4111
401(,

z,kun,

•

vottescrgen!.
.99:stov4 •

BRAND NAMES.CLOSEOUT PRICES.
Quantities Last.
Merchandise Available Wednesday August 13 through Sunday August 17, 2008. While

new at big lots!

trAirlINESM
Comforter
(&s.tyle may
vary by strife.:

Memory Foam Topper

Compact
Refrigerator
with Freezer
1.7 cubic feet, real
compressor cooling

Twin

$40
$50

SAVE
40%

30

tr'srp;

50;2'

ira%

2-In-1
Versa Power
Stick Vac
use as a stick
or hand vac

aim

CL _
Tht SO: •
Nt style May i.

Fleece Blanket
soft warm & Ifghtweight $
assorted colors
• Queen/King-515

Twin/Full

r,

SAVE
33%
11;

Elite Restless
Rewind Vacuum
automatic cord
rewind, Widepathr°
cleaning, 24' cord

$5cs4A51
Factory ricandboned ant,
nanulacturses .arronts,

AVE

6 Sheet
Strip Cut
Paper
SA(ecider

ft. KA
1800 PSI
Electric
Power Washer
with attachments

9999m
.rwr.

•S sheet

Honeywell
Safe''
10*,(411..igii.fox l4itops upic t,7'
.11)11'
48" I.I if
rimelc

1399t,v,E

Shredder.—.$20
t

rippriamosiellieltk,
Mikrophesii.
--i`cortcet
tric hides comtP(h.t,

• USK lapteit Cooling Pad
•Wireless Optical Mouse
'• 100K Mountable
Viehcarn
• wlI Signal Detector

your choice!
113SAVE
35.

tott1;iiintlrY bag;
. Trial XL ,

nrsavt

L31?:2 .
tab

•Full

-$30 -

PrOCiOreSikaliK
• 2-Slice Toaster
• 12 Cup Coffeemaker
• 1 Qt. Electric Kettle
• Can Opener
• Indoor Grill

s

SI
35%
=2

Sweep Up" Sweeper C
easy cleanup, iust sweep "".

SAVE
40%

&empty

.
t.Tru

bright colors!

5SAVE

32%
sum

Fel

.-2 Pk. Bath.
Towitki
. Naimoli* or Faux cut
24"
ThroWS
SAVE• . 507 ir60"
a
‘
•9Pk.
SAVE
1
?LSD%
25%
Washcloths
"v"
asor.tett
conipire,
..10:07r4:
:....
55
.- colOrs

9

Folding
Work Table
adjustable heign'
20"W x 30'1

10 pc. set!
OBlvetootli

c

$3
$4
$5

•4"x6"......
Wood or Foil
Photo Frames
selection will va-y by store

•rxr

•rxiir

DemmillIve Wall
Ledges
assorted colors
•set of two 12" long
• single 24 long

Magna
Cart
Heavy Duty
Folding
Hand Truck
• -,olds 150 lbs
• weighs
just 7 lbs
• extends
to 39'H

your choice!
$10SAVE
BIG!

SAYE

Headset
20
includes 4 facep!atek $20compare
to 1140
3 charging devices & more

COBY
• Digital Photo
Key Chain
I 5" LCD display,
stores over 60 photos

SAVE

SAVE
54%

$32

n.v,we•
to 1.6

HEWLETT
PACKAPCI
- • 2 GB Memory Carct7
• 2 GB Flash Drtve

COBY

• 1 GB MP3 Player
plays MP3 & WMA
digital music files,
integrated US8 plug

midi

/NM
mown
up is WS

Ipa

I.1^AMMK
Basic Printer

.

Attu.Siti"
toicreries.s

225AV

27%

see biglots.com for more back to college supplies!

FROM]
Multimedia
Storage Tower
holds 140 DVDs Or 21C CDs

AMERIWOOD
Computer
Desk
keyboard tray
& CPU shelf,
2'W x
1
54/
231/2 D x
4"H
/
341

4
1"
'
you PAY'
Computer Desk

.

999SAVE
BIGI

Office Chair

5

5-Tier
Bookcase
espresso finish,
4 W x 131/2 D x 72'H
/
281

199c)

gg!
iwi:1779

$29 99

Corner Metal
& Glass Desk
with pullout keyboard tray

•Durahode Brown
5379,99
loveseat

Rolling
Storage Carts
') or 7 °rawer

sin •

Irmo woos.or

sfrau

- son.

Home
Entertainment
Center
holds up to 42'
TV cherry finish,
adjustable shelves,
39V-2'Wa 21i/io'D
x 62s/s"H

S25Sija
Multimedia
Storage Tower
SAVE9 e CDs
or 532I
99
280 DVDs
3
holds

999

SAVE
BIG!

11
20
SA

Durahrde Brown Sofa
t. 3917 a 3/ H
.

72"x 28" Crash Pad
0
3
ideal for dorm use, soft suede $
to SA9 99
feel, roli & be up for easy storage

AMERIW000

149"

MUM
Entertainment
Centar
holds up to 37'
plasma/LCD TV,
4"D x 60'H
3
2 W x 6/
/
431

2 pc set!

849912

Black aik Clak
Chair & Ottoman
easy care microfiber

so

Wooden Panel gypisbeci
11.41
4,tr,

new at Big Lots!

oversized!

539 99
•Bunki* Board
559 99
• Foam Bookie
•Twin Arrington Mattress 599 99

Cuddle, Recliner'.

•5 Light Floor Lamp
with adjustable
goosene(ks, steel with
black nickel finish, 69"H
• Neon V-Style
Guitar Wall Clock
30H,colors will
vary by store

13918

SAVE
BIG!
calvary
to 524 99

.14crofiber
Check Plush Recliner

Kids Planet Chair
folds for storage,
colors wIl vary by store

$15s2T,E,

ABC Canvas
Bookcase
pockets allow books
to face forward.
4.D x 2811
/
24'W x 111

Folding
Butterfly Chalr
carry case included,
colors vary by store

your choice!
5 Pc. Kids Folding
Table & Chair Set

Ills jg (.1j)11
It1 'S1'1( 1AI 11
110‘11 114
:VISIIIIsc is 1 c)lz
ss

/stores or call 1-800-269-9571 for a store with furniture near you.
furniture & financing availablein most stores visit biglots.com
a..
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fr
ISIVEle

Green
Machine H20
shoots water over
20 ft, firing controls
on joystick, 16'
front tire

School Supplies
• - I Wad ime.markeis
.
•lid line line inarkerS
• `1 it extra iurnbo.erayons
"fkorted liceusecidiaractess
• Foohy — 6 Ct.
Retractable
Markers
• RoseArte 36 Ct
Colored Pencils
• Fiskarso V Kids
Pointed Scissors
• Bice 3 Pk
White-Out

$99
S11
49
$

your choice!

0
ALCOM.

•3 Pk. toys
Bata' Briefs
•3 Pk. 64ris
Panties
•2 Pk. Ladies
Microliber
Panties
assorted sizes

$

SAVE
60%

your
choke!

Ultimate Push Up•comfort rubber grips
• stable structure
with rubber base
:
1SAVE..
$0
• heavy duty steel
50
ball-bearing
rotational system

• to 2-Pricket
Portfelisis
•6 lillessiir ON*

RUSTLER®

• noseArte*ct.!

Pork.4

•r.„3

your choice!

PP

2 Pack
Muscle Tees
colors & sizes
will van/
by store

SAVE
4

s

43%
Tr;

..
I

Mens Polo
Style Tops
colors & sizes
will vary
by store

your
choice!
$4SAVE
60%

Amiss
•
- Highlightets.
•SO SPiral-tioniedIndex Cards'

• 100 Sheet
Composition
Book
• 24 Ct. 4 2
Pencils

your

choice!

50(satos,

88(

•64 Ct. Crayons
• Pencil Box
your
•24 Ct. Eraser
Caps
•3 Ct. Glue
Stkks

All In One
Deluxe
Convertible
Car Seat
'5 point harness holds up tolO011is

'

74
2
75
$
9 V 1

brand name baby gear at closeout prices

Nti Back car.
Booster,Seet.
- ing
belt positidn
for dildren
30-100 lbs., meets
& eitceedS federalVehicie.salety
,standards

1299Z1
to 514 97

-q

SAVE
BIG!

includes built-in speaker!

s
coso),;
Pack 'n.Play
• Treovable
changirkistatIon.
with!ham & wipe .
holder, reMOvible
basdnet with
quilted bumper, ,

your choice!

choice!

•

Star*

iw"appired Binder

- Multi-Pocket
• Backpacks
adjustable straps.
in assorted styles
& colors

-Backliadi
adjustable
soaps, in
ssorted
styles &
colors

t519 99

' with Sound •
listen to your favorite
tunes through your
binder, works with any
MP3 player.

,P0d not

41:$21.99:

immeaw.„.

'best reasons to shop this week!
.5 Pk.Sandwich
Crackers
assorted, 11 04 07
•Little DebbieMuffin
assorted, 11.3902

Refried Beans
assorted, 15 6 oz.

Aim
SAVE
BIG!

••••••••.....

1/4
S21

C

3Ft Facial Tissue

P•a‘IF :779

SAVi
Kids Anticavity
Fluoride Gel Toothpaste"el SO%
48 oz.

isy • f.'s, •-• ry -•4•

77 loads!

• %.
•

kis
Concentrated
Liquid Laundry
Detergent
120 oz., assorted

UNE
BIG!

CinctiSakTrash Bags
•55 ct. 13 gal.
•35 ct. 30 gal.
•27 a 33 gal.

aWt
$7SAVE
BIG!
-6/

fatty Cube
14
.
with toy

1

SAVE
BIG!

21- Chenilie
Pet Bed

37%
10.1411.11f•

NNALEE
15 Pc. Complete
hair:sitting Kit
for Dummies''
includes exclusive
how-to instruction
9uock

FEET
ladies or
Mem Slippers
assorted sizes
& coiors

lull Figure
boxed Bras
assorted slzes
& sty!es
SINJ
ID 1 79
ewe

higtots.c:om

tICH?
MUSICAL
Fashion Watches
assorted licenses,
styles vary by store

SAVE
60%

SAVE
4f, IS1525%

ew_1
811=
e
1

Fklost stOreS

1-8001269-9571 • ---
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